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INTRODUCTION

Medical spending is the fiscal analogue of global warming. Anger over rising insurance premiums, drug prices, and bills from doctors and hospitals infuses our politics. Federal outlays on health care are projected to soar, from 28% to 40% of federal spending by 2047, pushing public borrowing to levels that portend fiscal crisis. Within ten years, national debt is projected to approach or exceed 100% of gross domestic product (GDP), a marker associated in other countries with investor panic, spiking interest rates, and more general economic meltdown.

Fear of uncontrolled medical costs has fueled resistance to the Affordable Care Act (ACA), stymied Medicaid expansion in some states, and discouraged employers from offering medical

4. Absent rising medical spending, America’s debt would stabilize as a fraction of GDP, climbing slowly from 77% in 2018 to 90% in 2028, then spinning to 87% in 2040, according to Congressional Budget Office projections. But if current health spending trends continue, public debt will soar to 125% of GDP by 2040. American Health Care: Health Spending and the Federal Budget, COMMITTEE FOR A RESPONSIBLE FED. BUDGET (May 14, 2018), https://www.crfb.org/papers/american-health-care-health-spending-and-federal-budget [https://perma.cc/CBT7-YM2T].
coverage. Meanwhile, rising premiums and out-of-pocket costs are stressing families and fomenting anger at health plans, doctors and hospitals, and elected officials.

For more than seventy years, since the spread of employment-based medical insurance during World War II, U.S. medical spending has risen more rapidly than our country’s GDP. There have been brief breaks from this pattern, coinciding with


steep recessions\textsuperscript{12} and one-off changes in health care payment practice.\textsuperscript{13} But the long-term trend line has been steadily upward, toward nearly 18\% of GDP by 2017.\textsuperscript{14} After several years of deceptive stability in the wake of the Great Recession,\textsuperscript{15} health spending rose by 3.7 percentage points more than general inflation\textsuperscript{16} in 2014, then by 5.8\% more in 2015.\textsuperscript{17} For 2016 to 2025, the federal government projects further increases averaging 5.6\% per year (not adjusted for inflation)—1.2 percentage points beyond annual GDP growth—pushing health spending to one fifth of GDP by the end of this period.\textsuperscript{18} Longer-term projections,
typically less reliable, call for medical spending to surpass 30% of GDP by mid-century.¹⁹

Medical costs pose a mounting threat to our country’s fiscal stability, crowd out other pressing public needs, and are a growing burden on businesses and families.²⁰ Employers experience this burden in the form of the rising proportions of total operating expenses they must budget to cover employees’ health care costs, either directly²¹ or through purchase of insurance. Individuals feel it in the form of rising premiums, copayments, and deductibles that reduce their standards of living and ability to invest in their futures.

Ever-increasing medical costs, moreover, stand in the way of efforts to expand access to care. Soaring premiums for coverage sold on ACA Insurance Exchanges²² soured millions on the ACA’s access-expanding potential.²³ Insurers’ efforts to constrain premiums by narrowing their provider networks²⁴ and raising subscribers’ cost-sharing burdens²⁵ further diminished

evolve and data are updated; in February 2019, the agency projected that health spending would rise to 19.4% of GDP by 2027. Sisko et al., supra note 14.


21. Larger employers tend to “self-insure”—an industry euphemism for setting aside funds to cover employees’ medical costs without purchasing insurance.

22. See supra note 8.


the ACA as a value proposition in the eyes of many, perhaps playing a role in Donald Trump’s electoral victory on a platform that included the law’s repeal. And apprehension over uncontrolled costs has discouraged states from expanding Medicaid and fed resistance to funding the ACA’s cost-sharing reductions for lower-income health insurance purchasers.

Many factors influence health spending, including coverage expansion, the balance of bargaining power between payers and providers, and the aging of America’s population. But the main driving force behind rising spending, long-term, is technological advance, fueled by health insurance’s promise of rich reward. If this advance delivered value commensurate with its opportunity costs, we could celebrate it as unalloyed accomplishment; it’s the market distortion induced by insurers’ coverage of health care prices at the point of purchase that creates large potential for waste.

Here, the health law and policy literature mostly misses a critical point. This literature is replete with references to “moral hazard”—health insurance’s tendency to induce wasteful spending by reducing the prices patients pay out-of-pocket for care. But the more important, long-term effect of medical insurance on health care costs is dynamic: the expected availability of coverage for future advances—even those that yield only small incremental benefits—spurs technological innovation with little regard for therapeutic value and minimal concern about price.

27. Id.; Kogan & Wood, supra note 23.
30. See id. (suggesting various tax reforms and changes to Medicare to accomplish this); see also NICHOLAS BAGLEY ET AL., THE HAMILTON PROJECT, DISCUSSION PAPER 2015-09, CORRECTING SIGNALS FOR INNOVATION IN HEALTH CARE, (Oct. 2015), https://www.hamiltonproject.org/assets/files/correcting_signals_for_innovation_in_health_care_bagley.pdf [https://perma.cc/JU8J-9KTD] (“Addressing the incentives for technology development, and not just its diffusion once invented, is critical for controlling health care costs.”).
Since out-of-control clinical spending was first recognized as a problem in the mid-1960s, federal and state policymakers have tried to gain control of it via a wide array of regulatory and market-oriented strategies.\textsuperscript{31} These efforts have uniformly failed. In this Article, we explain why. Our explanation breaks with traditional liberal and conservative accounts of this spending as the product of poorly-regulated industry actors, overly-interventionist government, or some mix of both. Rather, we argue, America’s escalating failure to contain it is the product of an intractable tangle of human psychology, cultural mores, clinical ethics, and stakeholder expectations.

Large legal and political obstacles to medical cost-containment both reflect and reinforce this phenomenon. Law, psychology, culture, and industry actors’ embedded expectations ensure fulsome rewards for even tiny clinical advances. And once a test or treatment comes onto the market, this tangle of influences makes it nearly impossible for our health care system to say no if there’s a plausible case for some small therapeutic benefit.

The legal and regulatory schemes that govern public and private health care payment and provision consign cost-benefit tradeoffs to the down-low. Health policy’s most dreaded word, “rationing,” is an equal-opportunity cudgel, wielded by Democrats and Republicans, patients and providers, and drug and device makers to defeat such tradeoffs. Criticizing law’s obstacles to setting limits is easy and often done, from diverse ideological perspectives. But doing so begs the question of how to overcome the psychological, cultural, and institutional influences that hold these obstacles in place.

Over the past fifty years, we contend below, no regulatory or market-oriented approach to medical costs has taken serious account of this Gordian knot of influences. Our central proposition in this Article is that the medical cost crisis that threatens America’s fiscal stability, consumer well-being, and competitiveness cannot be managed unless law and politics take on this challenge.

In Part I, we explain how this Gordian tangle and the legal regimes that reinforce it have stymied cost-control efforts. We

then review the record of failure, from the “health systems planning” movement of the late 1960s through “managed care” to recent efforts to cap health care entitlement programs and to make patients more price-conscious by boosting co-payments and deductibles. Though these strategies have sharply different ideological roots, they’ve failed for the same core reasons.

In Part II, we urge a legal and regulatory strategy that finesses the forces behind this failure. We play the long game, by minimizing disruption of vested expectations and averting arrangements that push patients and families into agonizing choices between catastrophic expense and forgoing potentially life-saving care. Instead, we aim to dramatically shift the trajectory of innovation, away from the high-cost, low-value advances that play an outsized role in raising spending.

To this end, we propose a novel reward system for innovation tied to therapeutic value. We urge that prices for new clinical measures be set, then continually adjusted, based on emerging evidence of efficacy. And we propose a fundamental change in the law’s treatment of intellectual property—a shift to variable patent terms (and other forms of market exclusivity) for medical technologies, tied to evolving evidence of clinical value. This sharp break with one-size-fits-all market exclusivity outside the health sphere is urgently needed, we contend, because of the medical marketplace’s unique, enormous dysfunction—its inability to translate real value into economic reward.

Finally, in Part III, we outline legal and regulatory changes needed to give effect to our vision for changing the trajectory of innovation. We first propose a scheme for valuing the efficacy of emerging diagnostic and therapeutic measures—a scheme that incorporates patients’ diverse concerns and draws upon large advances in information technology’s capacity to track and learn from real-world clinical outcomes. Next, we urge changes to the law governing health care payment so as to shift its basis from the cost of emerging services to their efficacy. Then, we offer a blueprint for a transformed regime of intellectual property protection in the health sphere, based on value. After sketching the outlines of an ideal regime, we identify practical reforms, building on the Hatch-Waxman Act and other current law, that would move health care intellectual property law in this direction.
The approach we urge here is feasible because it fineses stakeholders’ settled expectations. It changes industry actors’ incentives for research and development decisions they haven’t yet made, while leaving incentive schemes for already-made commitments in place. It thus dramatically dials down development of the high-cost, low-benefit tests and treatments that are the main drivers of soaring spending. Our approach thereby achieves cost containment without putting payers, politicians, and physicians in the untenable position of often needing to say “no” to potentially life-prolonging measures.

I. MEDICAL COST-CONTROL: FIFTY YEARS OF FAILURE

Some contend that rising medical costs aren’t a problem. Between 1940 and 1990, economist Sherry Glied notes, declining spending on food almost exactly offset soaring spending on health care. In 1940, Americans devoted nearly 30% of household income to food and only a few percent to medical care. Fifty years later, the fraction of income spent on food had fallen by half; health spending, meanwhile, had risen to fill this gap. The larger point here is that household spending across different economic sectors fluctuates over time. Rapid growth in one sector isn’t necessarily an indicator of trouble; to the contrary, it’s often seen as a sign of vibrancy. By 2010, for example, information and communications technology production had reached nearly 5% of U.S. GDP, up from less than 1% in 1980.

Americans embrace this as progress—a boost for both productivity and people’s satisfaction. And society defers to market choice as the measure of value for $1,200 iPhones, $300 ripped jeans, and most other products and services.

32. SHERRY GLIED, CHRONIC CONDITION: WHY HEALTH REFORM FAILS 102–03 (1997). We were, of course, hardly eating less by 1990 than we were in 1940, as the American obesity epidemic (which began in the 1980s) underscores. Rather, as Glied points out, the relative production costs of food fell.
33. Id.
34. Id.
37. True, product reviewers, cultural critics, and others question our consumer choices, but we don’t typically marshal the law to enforce these doubts.
care, though, is different, since people for the most part don’t pay for it with their own money: 75% of the $3.5 trillion the nation spent on medical care in 2017 was covered by insurers.\textsuperscript{38} Insurance, health economists hold, creates “moral hazard” by enabling patients to purchase care for a fraction of its actual cost.\textsuperscript{39} Waste ensues, this story says, when patients purchase services that they value at less than actual cost but more highly than their out-of-pocket payments. There are deep flaws in this standard story,\textsuperscript{40} but its core message is spot-on: by slashing consumers’ out-of-pocket prices, health insurance fuels the provision of medical care at higher-than-optimal levels as physicians evolve clinical standards that incorporate this distortion. More importantly over the long-term, insurance overstimulates investment in the development of new clinical technologies with low future benefits, relative to their cost.

The result is rising waste\textsuperscript{41} as health spending soars. Consumer welfare suffers as medical insurance siphons resources, via premium payments, from higher-value uses (beyond the health sector) to low-benefit clinical services. Likewise, individuals and businesses are less able to invest for the future—medical spending crowds out commitments of resources to education, research and development, and capital expenditures. Governments responsible for public insurance programs face an especially tight squeeze—between these programs’ rising costs and voters’ resistance to higher taxes. The result is the rerouting of

\textsuperscript{38} Sisko et al., \textit{supra} note 14, at 492 Exhibit 1. Individuals pay for this, of course, in the form of taxes, insurance premiums, and (in the case of employees who obtain coverage through their workplaces) reduced wages; the point here is that patients aren’t hit with these costs when care is provided.


\textsuperscript{40} For a discussion (by one of us) of some of the moral-hazard story’s most worrisome defects, see M. Gregg Bloche, \textit{The Invention of Health Law}, 91 CAL. L. REV. 247, 260–66 (2003) (arguing that health economists invoke moral hazard in a way that overstates “waste” by failing to account for the benefits (both tangible and psychological) of insurance as a safety net when health crises strike and that hides other normative questions about what should and shouldn’t count as waste).

\textsuperscript{41} We understand “waste” here in the economic sense, as an expenditure’s excess of cost (including opportunity cost) over benefit.
funds from other public programs to medical care, shortchanging myriad priorities, from education to national defense. Moreover, some contend that America’s disproportionately high health spending, relative to other industrialized nations, undermines the global competitiveness of U.S. business by elevating labor costs. This is a controversial proposition—others claim this effect is mythic because employers restrain wages to cover their workers’ medical costs, ensuring that total employee compensation is unaffected by health spending. But even if wages adjust without friction to fully account for medical costs, reduced consumer spending and public and private investment in education, research and development, and other productivity-enhancing endeavors likely translates into diminished capacity to compete in global markets.

Soaring health care costs thus pose a huge challenge to American fiscal stability and personal well-being. Why has the U.S. failed so utterly over the past half-century to meet this challenge? At the heart of the problem, we contend here, is the psychological difficulty of withholding care that might save lives, ameliorate outrage—from patients, family and friends, and society at large. Cultural mores, clinical ethics, and law reflect and reinforce this psychology. And stakeholders in the medical economy benefit from and entrench it as they pitch their products and press their interests through politics and law. This tangle of personal and social expectations, ethical and legal obligation, and stakeholder influence stymies efforts to say “no” to tests and treatments thought to offer even small benefits, regardless of cost. The history of medical cost-containment policy is a record of this recurring failure.

44. E.g., LESTER THUROW, HEAD TO HEAD: THE COMING ECONOMIC BATTLE AMONG JAPAN, EUROPE, AND AMERICA (rev. ed. 1994).
45. GLIED, supra note 32, at 107–08.
A. “DON’T PULL THE PLUG ON GRANDMA”: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RESCUE AND THE ETHICS OF MEDICINE

In the film, Saving Private Ryan, the larger ends of America in World War II dissolve as an army platoon takes senseless risks to search for a missing comrade—senseless, that is, if one disregards the combat deaths of his three brothers. That this family catastrophe justifies General George C. Marshall’s order to his commanders to find Ryan and “get him the hell out of there” is the film’s central trope. Men die as this quest unfolds. The campaign against the Nazis takes a back seat. Yet the soldiers’ sacrifice seems ennobled by their mutual devotion.

More generally, we admire, even romanticize those who take great risks to save others, even when cold reason shows that these risks are disproportionate. And we marshal shared resources to rescue people in dire circumstances even when cost-benefit calculus commands the conclusion that these resources would make a larger social difference if spent on other purposes.

1. Rescue and Clinical Spending

We’re hard-wired to come to the aid of people we know are in distress, to admire those who make sacrifices to do so, and to scorn those who refrain. A large literature documents our departure from the sensible ways of Homo Economicus as regards the distinctions we draw, through our actions, between identifiable and statistical lives—and between identified people’s concerns and abstract purposes more generally. This departure drives our greater willingness to devote resources to rescue of identified individuals than to ex ante prevention of harm to them, even when the latter is much more cost-effective.

47. SAVING PRIVATE RYAN (Paramount Pictures 1998).
48. BLOCHE, supra note 46, at 54.
49. Id. at 55.
50. Id. at 38, 45–47.
Health spending priorities express this preference. In the face of vast evidence that investment in public health and alleviation of poverty promote population-wide health much more cost-effectively than does rescue-oriented medical technology, the U.S. and the rest of the world spend disproportionately on the latter—disproportionately, that is, relative to health outcomes.

It’s easy to say that we shouldn’t do this. Academic literature in multiple disciplines is replete with appeals to this effect. But the non-cognitive responses that incline us this way are part of who we are, and democratic and market mechanisms of social decision-making inevitably reflect them. Candidates for political office don’t run on promises to shut down surgical suites and intensive care units (ICUs) to free up funds for public parks or education. And medical insurers don’t market plans that promise to better people’s lives by withholding access to desperate measures so they can invest, instead, in gym memberships or college.

Physicians and hospitals deliver on these expectations. In emergencies, hospitals are legally obligated to do so even for patients who cannot pay: a 1986 statute conditions participation in Medicare on provision of emergency care to all. That this law singled out emergency, allowing hospitals to withhold less urgent services, underscores the political priority of rescue.

2. Clinical Ethics

Medical ethics, as well, reflect and reinforce the priority of rescue—and, more generally, the priority of individuals, no matter the social burden. The Hippocratic ideal of uncompromising loyalty to patients drives physicians to disregard social costs and to weigh only the expected therapeutic benefits and risks of tests and treatments, so long as insurance covers the bulk of the financial cost. Were patients responsible for all or most of this cost, the Hippocratic ethic would command consideration of their economic burdens, as part of the duty to keep an eye single to

patient well-being. By analogy, lawyers, bound by a similar professional ethic of undivided loyalty to clients, are expected to adjust the services they provide to what their clients can afford. But when insurers pay all or most of the full freight, stinting on care that could prolong life, preserve capabilities, or provide comfort, it compromises patients’ interests to benefit third-party bottom lines. Once a test or treatment becomes state-of-the-art, ethical practice bars withholding it based on cost.

The medical marketplace reinforces this ethic. More than fifty years ago, Kenneth Arrow explained the Hippocratic ideal of devotion to patient well-being as “part of the commodity the physician sells.” This ethical commitment, Arrow argued, enhances demand for health care by reassuring patients who are squeamish about their medical ignorance. Physician trustworthiness solves, or at least shrinks, the problem of information asymmetry between doctor and patient by signaling to prospective patients that physicians won’t exploit this asymmetry for personal gain. Arrow focused on patients’ worries about physician pursuit of financial gain, but the same argument applies to other breaches of loyalty, including stinting on care to save money for insurers.

Arrow’s argument for information asymmetry as the source of patients’ yearning for professional trustworthiness is, we think, both persuasive and incomplete. It leaves out the affective dimension of this human need—patients’ craving for comfort and support through faith in their physicians.


58. That physicians often honor this ethic in the breach, through increased use of services in which they have a financial interest, doesn’t undermine Arrow’s argument: less-than-complete adherence still provides a measure of reassurance. The import of trustworthiness in different economic endeavors arguably varies along a continuum, based on the magnitude of information asymmetries.

Research Ethics and Statistical v. Therapeutic Significance

The ethics of clinical research further reinforce the premise that only therapeutic risk and benefit matter. By longstanding precept, enshrined in federal human-subjects research regulations, clinical trials of tests and treatments can only be conducted when the alternatives to be studied are in “equipoise”—that is, when there is “genuine uncertainty” on the investigator’s part concerning these alternatives’ comparative effectiveness. Cost is beside the point—a treatment that a researcher has reason to believe is slightly more effective than another cannot be compared to the other in a trial employing human subjects, even if the treatment believed to be better is much more expensive.

This ethical precept has the force of law. Federal regulations impose it for research conducted with federal funds. Institutional Review Boards generally mandate it even for privately-funded clinical trials. And when harm comes to a human subject enrolled in such a study, these regulations are likely to be treated as the standard of care for tort liability purposes. Human-subjects research ethics thus further entrench the principle that doctors and hospitals have a duty to provide the most effective care, regardless of cost.

So does the standard clinical-research practice of elevating statistical over therapeutic significance. Researchers routinely design and evaluate clinical studies with a focus on the former at the expense of the latter. They choose outcome variables and

63. Designers of both prospective clinical trials and observational studies can choose from among a variety of metrics of effectiveness (known as study endpoints). Common metrics include rate of survival for a set time (often five years), progression-free survival (how long a patient lives with the disease without it getting worse), and time to progression (how long from diagnosis (or commencement of treatment) until the disease starts to get worse). NCI Dictionary of Cancer Terms, NATL CANCER INST., https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/cancer-terms?cdrid=44782 [https://perma.cc/DZ24-TRQ4].
courses of control versus experimental treatment with the aim of ensuring that the chance of a result’s being real, not random, is tiny—typically less than 5%. And so long as they achieve proof that one therapeutic approach yields a better outcome than another with a less than 5% likelihood that this difference is a matter of chance, they treat the superiority of this approach as established—even if its therapeutic advantage is very small. Physicians then make it standard practice, and insurers come under pressure to cover it, even when tiny advantage comes at great expense.

4. The Steep Price of Rescue

The current surge in cancer treatments with sticker-shock prices illustrates this dynamic. A new generation of medications targets tumor blood flow, cellular metabolism, and immune responses to malignancy—and is pushing up prescription drug spending. Consider the case of colorectal cancer, the third-leading killer among malignancies (behind only breast and lung cancers).

Colorectal cancer afflicts 1.3 million Americans at any given time, with 140,000 new diagnoses and 50,000 deaths each year. Metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC, also known as Stage IV)

64. Statistical significance refers to the probability that an experimental result (e.g., one treatment’s superiority to another on a metric of performance) is not due to chance. Clinical researchers have long employed the “p-value” to measure this probability; as a matter of convention, researchers typically treat a result as “statistically significant” if its associated p-value is less than 0.05 (p<.05)—that is, if there is a less than 5% chance that the outcome was random.

65. See supra text accompanying notes 55–59 (discussing the medical profession’s understanding that it is obligated to offer all treatments with net therapeutic benefit); see also infra text accompanying notes 106–17 (discussing legal pressures on physicians to offer such treatments).

66. See supra text accompanying notes 47–54 (discussing cultural, social, and thus market pressures on insurers to cover treatments with net therapeutic benefit); see also infra text accompanying notes 117–23 (discussing legal pressures to do so).


has an abysmal prognosis: only 11% of patients survive for five years.\(^\text{69}\) A drug that could cure mCRC, or greatly delay its progression, would be a breakthrough of historic humanitarian significance. So, there should surely be strong incentives for pharmaceutical firms to develop new treatments. And indeed, there are many mCRC drugs on the market that cost exorbitant sums. But these drugs deliver minimal therapeutic benefit.

To see this, consider Figure 1, which compares additional annual spending (above that for previously-standard therapy)\(^\text{70}\) to additional therapeutic benefit (measured in months of survival\(^\text{71}\)) for all FDA-approved, new-generation\(^\text{72}\) drugs for mCRC.\(^\text{73}\) Because pharmaceuticals are typically cheap to produce once manufacturing plants are up and running—in economic terms, their marginal cost is low—their sale prices are good indicators of the rewards they generate for drug makers.\(^\text{74}\) And additional survival time is a good, if imperfect metric of therapeutic benefit.


70. We obtained this spending data from GoodRX.com, an online prescription retailer. GOODRX, https://www.goodrx.com/. We used it to estimate the annual cost of treatment for each drug.

71. The survival numbers reported in Figure 1 are averages for all reported clinical trials for each drug. Some of the drugs were tested in multiple clinical trials; for example, panitumumab (Vectibix\(^\text{®}\)) was tested in three trials and bevacizumab (Avastin\(^\text{®}\)) was tested twice.

72. By “new generation,” we mean medications that target particular genes, proteins, or metabolic pathways, as opposed to traditional, much cheaper chemotherapies that kill cells indiscriminately, in rough proportion to their rates of growth.

73. We collected this survival data from completed Phase 3 interventional clinical trials with statistically significant results. In each of these trials, the control was a traditional, oft-used, indiscriminate chemotherapy. See supra note 72. The data in Figure 1 was gathered in August–September 2016 from clinical trials reported at https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/. While drug companies are required to report the results of all clinical trials at clinicaltrials.gov, compliance with this directive is sometimes spotty; accordingly, we might have missed other relevant trials.

74. We would need to factor in sales volumes, of course, to estimate the overall revenue each of these drugs yields for its manufacturer.
Were economic reward tied to therapeutic benefit, we would expect annualized drug cost (on the y axis in Figure 1) to rise with increasing contribution to survival. A line through the six plotted points would slope upwards. But we don’t see this; to the contrary, there is no evident relationship between therapeutic benefit and economic reward. Since drug firms set prices based on perceived market conditions, this underscores the weakness or absence of market signals favoring greater therapeutic benefit.75

More stunning is the sticker-shock pricing for paltry survival gains that all six plotted points represent. The biggest shocker among the six, regorafenib (Stivarga®) delivers about 1.5 months additional life expectancy, on average, for an annualized

---

75. Six plotted points, of course, don’t constitute proof, but the absence of a relationship between these six drugs’ pricing and therapeutic benefit is consistent with the dynamic we’ve described.
cost of almost $250,000. Averaging annualized outlays and improvements in life expectancy for all six drugs yields a price tag of $56,000 per year for each additional month of survival, or more than $670,000 per year for each year of life gained. These numbers understate matters: many mCRC patients can be expected to take one or more of these drugs for a few or more years.76 Data on duration of treatment for each of these drugs is not readily available,77 but by way of illustration, a patient who for twenty-seven months paid78 the above-noted average annual price of $56,000 for an additional month of life would incur a cost of more than $1.5 million per life-year gained.79

The weight of this burden—its opportunity cost for society—is made plain by studies of how people’s health and safety choices in non-medical realms translate into dollar values for years of life.80 Controversy surrounds these studies’ estimates of dollar value—controversy that grows fierce when policymakers rely on them (and explosive when these estimates discount life’s value based on diminished quality).81 But the values commonly urged for a year of life illuminate the opportunities forgone by spending on these mCRC drugs. Dollar values for a so-called “quality-adjusted life year (QALY),”82 calculated by researchers in recent

76. In one study, the mean time from mCRC diagnosis to death was almost three years. Kevin Knopf et al., Survival Outcomes in U.S. Patients with Metastatic Colorectal Cancer: A Retrospective Database Analysis (mCRC), J. CLIN. ONCOLOGY 31, supp. 4 (2013).

77. Ongoing, rapid changes in clinical practice may make it impossible to answer this question.

78. Most patients, of course, don’t pay out of pocket (all but the wealthiest among us can’t afford these prices); we pay, collectively, through insurance premiums, taxes, and cross-subsidization by health care providers.

79. $56,000 (annual price for an additional month of life) * 27 months = $1.512 million.

80. See generally Milton C. Weinstein et al., QALYs: The Basics, VALUE IN HEALTH, 12, S5–S9 (2009). Risk-related wage differentials and consumers’ willingness to pay for safer products are among the metrics employed to attach dollar values to years of life.


82. Calculation of QALY’s discounts years of life gained, or saved, by a factor that supposedly expresses the diminished value of lives lived in states of impaired health. Weinstein et al., supra note 80.
years, range from $50,000 to $200,000—about $4,200 to $16,700 per month.

The above-estimated costs for a year (or a month) of life gained from new-generation mCRC therapies dwarf these QALY values. One can quibble with our cost estimates but not with the reality that these costs far exceed calculated QALY values: our average annualized cost of $56,000 for a month of life is more than three and one-third times greater than the maximum commonly-proposed value for a QALY.

Disproportionate costs for minimal, even nonexistent therapeutic benefits are endemic in cancer therapy more generally. And oncology’s upward pressure on medical spending is expected to intensify as high-priced oncology drugs occupy a growing share of the pharmaceutical market.

Many of these drugs reflect genuine scientific advances, however marginal their clinical benefits. But most of the prescription medications approved by the FDA in recent decades are

84. Supra text accompanying note 79.
85. Id. Moreover, since metastatic colorectal cancer is a grave illness, proponents of the QALY approach would discount these drugs’ longevity gains, boosting the drugs’ cost-per-QALY above their cost per actual life-year gained.
86. Consider Genentech’s drug Avastin® (bevacizumab). Touted as a major breakthrough in treating metastatic non-squamous non-small cell lung cancer, this drug extends the life expectancy of late-stage lung cancer patients by just two months—from 10.3 to 12.3 months. Eric Budish et al., Do Firms Underinvest in Long-Term Research? Evidence from Cancer Clinical Trials, 105 AM. ECON. REV. 2044, 2045 (2015). Another recent study estimated that for the seventy-one drugs approved by the FDA for solid tumors between 2002 and 2014, median gains in progression-free and overall survival were a mere 2.5 and 2.1 months, respectively. Tito Fojo et al., Unintended Consequences of Expensive Cancer Therapeutics—The Pursuit of Marginal Indications and a Me-Too Mentality That Stifles Innovation and Creativity, 140 J. AM. MED. ASS’N OTOLARYNGOLOGY—HEAD & NECK SURGERY 1225, 1227 (2014) (concluding that only thirty (42%) of the seventy-one drugs achieved “clinically meaningful improvements”).
so-called “me-too” drugs,\textsuperscript{88} belonging to the same chemical category and sharing the same molecular mechanism as previously-introduced medications.\textsuperscript{89} These drugs deliver no additional therapeutic value.\textsuperscript{90} The resources devoted to developing and marketing them are almost entirely wasted.\textsuperscript{91} Pharmaceutical firms’ success in selling patent-protected “me-too” medications for prices much higher than those for generic originals in the same categories demonstrates the power of even dubious claims of benefit—and the cost these claims impose.

Much attention has been paid to a report from the Institute of Medicine (IOM) concluding that 30%, or $750 billion, of what the U.S. spent on health care in 2009 was wasted.\textsuperscript{92} (Adjusted for subsequent increases in medical spending, this figure would be more than $1 trillion.) Fraud, overpricing, and pointless administrative expense captured headlines.\textsuperscript{93} But as much as half


\textsuperscript{89} Stephane Régnier, \textit{What Is the Value of ‘Me-Too’ Drugs?}, 16 HEALTH CARE MGMT. SCI. 300, 300 (2013). A more recent study from the Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care (IQWiG)—a German health technology assessment agency charged with investigating the marginal benefit of new drugs over the standard of care—concluded that “[m]ore than half of new drugs in Germany lack proof of added benefit over existing treatments.” Beate Wieseler et al., \textit{New Drugs: Where Did We Go Wrong and What Can We Do Better?}, BRITISH MED. J., July 10, 2019, at 1, 4.

\textsuperscript{90} Régnier, supra note 89. To be sure, a patient may be allergic to one but not another drug in the same chemical class; moreover, differences in drug absorption or metabolism may matter clinically, making “me-too” molecules occasionally useful.

\textsuperscript{91} Not only do additional drugs in a class often add minimal therapeutic value; the claim that they yield economic value through price competition is arguably mythic as well. See, e.g., Nicole M. Gastala et al., \textit{Medicare Part D: Patients Bear the Cost of “Me Too” Brand-Name Drugs}, 35 HEALTH AFF. 1237, 1237 (2016) (noting that therapeutically equivalent “me-too” medications are often prescribed and cost significantly more than cheaper generic medications).

\textsuperscript{92} INST. OF MED., \textit{BEST CARE AT LOWER COST: THE PATH TO CONTINUOUSLY LEARNING HEALTH CARE IN AMERICA} 101–02 (Mark Smith et al. eds., 2013).

\textsuperscript{93} E.g., Alex Wayne, \textit{Health System in U.S. Plagued by $765 Billion in Waste}, BLOOMBERG (Sept. 6, 2012, 10:02 AM), https://www.bloomberg.com/
of this waste,\textsuperscript{94} according to the IOM, is care that yields no therapeutic benefit.\textsuperscript{95} Some of this care is clearly useless—e.g., redundant tests, or interventions that defy scientific proof of their pointlessness. But much is futile only after the fact: it’s plausible in advance for the doctors who order it to suspect that it might produce some benefit. Its enormous expense is the price of our national unwillingness to forgo even tiny chances of therapeutic advantage, especially when threats to health loom imminently.

We don’t mean, in this Article, to condemn this national trait. To the contrary, we have argued that uncompromising use of available rescue technologies is inevitable, even at times noble\textsuperscript{96}—and embedded in our psychology, culture, and ethics, as well as stakeholders’ settled expectations. Rather, we mean to highlight the steep price, in opportunities forgone, that we pay for our clinical aggressiveness. Dollar values calculated for QALYS reflect the tradeoffs people make beyond the medical realm, between health and other wants and needs. Medical expenditures that “buy” health outcomes at prices higher than what people are wont to pay for equivalent health outcomes outside the hospital or doctor’s suite\textsuperscript{97} crowd out alternative, higher-value uses of the money spent.

Such medical expenditures are consonant with the psychology of rescue—in this sense, they deliver value that the QALY metric fails to capture—but they bleed society of value that people would otherwise prefer. If there’s a way to fulfill our longing for medical rescuers’ best efforts at reduced cost to our other aims, we should choose it. This Article contends that there is.

\textsuperscript{94} This portion totals more than half if one includes the overpricing and administrative spending associated with it. See INST. OF MED., supra note 92, at 102.

\textsuperscript{95} Id.

\textsuperscript{96} Supra text accompanying notes 48–50.

\textsuperscript{97} We can also calculate a treatment’s incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER), which is the ratio of incremental costs to incremental benefits:

\[ \text{ICER} = \frac{C_1 - C_0}{E_1 - E_0}, \]

with the effectiveness parameter usually measured in QALYS. For example, a therapy that costs $50,000 more than the best alternative and that extends life by two more months (with full health) than does this alternative would have an ICER of $50,000/(2/12) = $300,000/year—much greater than even the highest empirically-based estimates of the value of a QALY.
5. A Doctors’ Plot?

Some have argued that physicians impose the ethic of uncompromising loyalty to patients in collusive, self-serving fashion, and that many consumers would, if given the chance, choose to pay less for health plans that require doctors to forgo pricey, maximally-beneficial care to save money. This begs the question of why insurers haven’t offered such plans. Surely, if they saw a market for such low-end coverage, they would have pressed to do so. Prior to the ACA’s passage, nationwide minimum-benefit requirements didn’t stand in the way. And surely, the several large health plans with national reach and tens of millions of subscribers could marshal their enormous purchasing power to negotiate concessions from physicians willing to trade fealty to the clinical state-of-the-art for access to large pools of patients.

That insurers haven’t done so—that they’ve never explicitly challenged the Hippocratic ideal (however much they’ve pushed back against it covertly) is, we think, the product not of illicit economic collusion but of the mutually reinforcing influence of patients’ psychological needs, society’s deep-rooted expectations, and the profession’s long-standing values. It is also, we will argue presently, a product of law.

B. LAW AND THE NEGLECT OF COST

Law, as well, reflects and reinforces the ethic of rescue, the Hippocratic ideal, and neglect of cost. Multiple common-law and statutory regimes push in the same direction, away from the bal-


ancing of therapeutic benefit against economic burden and toward all-out deployment of existing clinical resources. Medical tort law and the ACA’s “independent review” scheme for resolution of disputes over insurance coverage exert great force in this regard. They’re backed up by the ACA’s explicit prohibition of both “rationing” and the use of “quality-adjusted life years” (QALYs) in the development of federal health-care payment policy—and by Medicare’s statutory separation of coverage determinations and payment rates for clinical services.

1. Medical Tort Law

The law of negligence calls upon actors to take care so long as the expected benefits of doing so outweigh the costs of not doing so. In pursuit of this idea, negligence law often looks to industry standards for rules of conduct; the rationale for this is that industry practice in well-functioning markets reflects the optimal balance of benefit and cost—“reasonable care.” As every first-year law student learns, negligence doctrine calls for courts to disregard industry standards when markets don’t reflect this optimal balance—when, in Learned Hand’s iconic language, “a whole calling may have unduly lagged . . .” Judges have done so in many specialized fields, typically imposing

103. 42 U.S.C. § 299b-37(a)(2)(B) (2012) (stating that the findings of the Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute shall “not be construed as mandates, guidelines, or recommendations for payment, coverage, or treatment”).
105. Compare 42 U.S.C. 1395y(b)(1) (2012) (granting the Secretary of Health & Human Services the authority to determine covered expenses that are “reasonable and necessary”), with 42 U.S.C. 1395w-4(b) (2012) (directing the Secretary to establish fee schedules based on the service’s “relative value,” “conversion factor,” and “geographic adjustment factor”).
106. E.g., RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 291 (AM. LAW INST. 1965).
109. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: LIAB. FOR PHYSICAL & EMOTIONAL HARM § 3 (AM. LAW INST. 2005); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 282 (AM. LAW INST. 1965).
110. The T.J. Hooper, 60 F.2d 737, 740 (2d Cir. 1932).
111. Parchomovsky & Stein, supra note 107.
levels of care higher than industry norms. But for medicine, deference to professional standards has been the rule, despite the role of insurance in driving the intensity of care to levels not justifiable in cost-benefit balancing terms.

Tort law thus powerfully reinforces professional norms—and the aforementioned psychological, cultural, economic, and ethical influences that shape them—by putting physicians who breach them at risk for career-altering liability. Indeed, the tort system likely boosts clinical spending by a few to several percentage points, since some doctors appear to react to their fear of liability by ordering tests and treatments they wouldn’t otherwise prescribe.

2. Coverage Disputes and Independent Review

By 2010, when the ACA became law, all but seven states had enacted external review schemes to resolve disputes between patients and health insurers over whether care should be covered. The ACA made such review near-universal, imposing

---


113. This deference has evolved—the second half of the twentieth century saw courts in many jurisdictions move from local to national standards of care. Alex Stein, *Toward a Theory of Medical Malpractice*, 97 IOWA L. REV. 1201, 1210 (2012). Some states permit multiple clinical standards (e.g., adopting the “respectable minority” rule, which allows alternative standards so long as some respected practitioners adhere to them). *Id.* at 1212–13.

114. *See supra* text accompanying notes 38–40.


118. Only so-called “grandfathered health plans,” plans purchased on the individual market before March 23, 2010, are exempt from the ACA’s external
nationwide requirements that, in practice, lock in professional standards of care as benchmarks for what insurers should cover. Health plans depart from these professional practice norms at their peril. To be sure, health plans frequently take this risk: external reviewers’ reversals of coverage denials approach, or even exceed, 50% in some states. Plans have powerful incentives to take this gamble. They needn’t pay compensatory damages or any other penalty when they lose: they are responsible only for covering the services for which they’d earlier refused to pay. And coverage denials that patients don’t challenge are financial “wins” for health plans even when the forgiven challenges would succeed. But plans achieve these financial gains


on the down-low. These “wins” send no signal to health care providers to economize on care, aside from the prospect of needing to do paperwork to file an external appeal. The main message from the ACA’s external-review requirement, a requirement that applies to almost all employment-based and individually-purchased coverage (and thus to the vast majority of privately-insured Americans), is that professional standards of care govern—standards shaped by the ethic of rescue, the Hippocratic ideal, and disregard for cost.

3. FDA Criteria for New Drugs and Medical Devices

By statute, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is obligated to allow sale and use of new prescription drugs and medical devices upon a showing that they are safe and effective.124 Neither the FDA’s enabling legislation nor its mechanisms for judging safety and effectiveness permit the agency to consider therapeutic value relative to cost.125 As a result, even a tiny therapeutic benefit that a new drug or device achieves for a small subpopulation of those upon whom the product is tested suffices to show that it is “safe and effective,” so long as an FDA-approved clinical trial establishes that the benefit is statistically significant.126 A manufacturer need not even show that its new product is superior to the status quo; so-called “me-too” drugs and devices routinely enter the market in this manner.127

Once the FDA approves a new drug or device, the manufacturer can promote even the smallest of marginal advantages to patients128 and physicians. Sometimes, patients ask for the new

---

125. See, e.g., id. (describing grounds for refusal of new drug applications, with safety and effectiveness as the primary standards; no mention of cost analysis is included).
126. Statistical significance is defined, by convention, as a less than 5% probability that a finding is the product of chance. Supra text accompanying note 64. Drug and device makers have finely honed the craft of spotting subpopulations that show some benefit even when the overall set of patients enrolled in a controlled trial does not.
127. NDA Approvals by Therapeutic Potential and Chemical Type, supra note 88.
128. Promotion of prescription drugs and devices directly to patients has had growing influence on sales over the past twenty years, owing to the FDA’s relaxation of regulatory constraints on so-called “direct-to-consumer” (DTC) advertising. David Lazarus, Ask Laz: Direct-to-Consumer Drug Ads: A Bad Idea That’s About to Get Worse, L.A. TIMES (Feb. 15, 2017, 9:25 AM), https://www
product and physicians then prescribe it;\textsuperscript{129} other times, physicians spur the product’s adoption in response to companies’ promotional efforts.\textsuperscript{130} Moreover, while federal law criminalizes manufacturers’ promotion of drugs and devices for uses that the FDA hasn’t authorized,\textsuperscript{131} physicians (including those who receive financial benefits from drug or device makers) are permitted to promote unapproved uses, even absent evidence of therapeutic benefit. The upshot is that the law governing FDA approval of new drugs and devices locks open multiple pathways to adoption of technologies that yield statistically significant but therapeutically small (and, for unapproved uses, sometimes nonexistent) benefits, often at great cost.\textsuperscript{132}

4. Patent Law and Drug Companies’ Reach for Mediocrity

Our current patent system largely magnifies rather than mitigates the distortion we identify here. This shouldn’t be the case—after all, the whole purpose of patent law is to incentivize new and useful inventions.\textsuperscript{133} In theory, patent law does this by making it easier for putative inventors to earn private returns

\textsuperscript{129} Both market pressure (to satisfy patients) and Hippocratic obligation to provide all beneficial care push physicians to do so. Robert J. Marder, The Opioid Epidemic: Patient Satisfaction and Physician Prescribing, \textit{HealthLeaders} (Sept. 18, 2017), https://www.healthleadersmedia.com/strategy/opioid-epidemic-patient-satisfaction-and-physician-prescribing [https://perma.cc/7AKR-5PYH] (describing the growing market pressure on physicians to achieve high patient-satisfaction ratings, which can yield more referrals and bigger fees); \textit{infra} text accompanying notes 165–74.

\textsuperscript{130} JERRY A.VORN, POWERFUL MEDICINES: THE BENEFITS, RISKS, AND COSTS OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS (2004).

\textsuperscript{131} 21 U.S.C. § 355(a) (2012) (“No person shall introduce or deliver for introduction into interstate commerce any new drug, unless an approval of an application filed pursuant to subsection (b) or (j) of this section is effective with respect to such drug.”).

\textsuperscript{132} Note that this cost isn’t only the expense of manufacturing the drug or device (plus the profits accruing to firms’ owners); it includes the opportunity cost, for society, of firms’ failure to devote their R&D resources to projects with greater therapeutic potential.

on inventions that would otherwise not be profitable.\textsuperscript{134} And basic economic theory suggests that inventions that generate private returns should generally also create social value, since people would otherwise not purchase the product sold by the patentee.\textsuperscript{135}

While this assumption might be reasonable in a typical market, this logic is often turned on its head in the realm of medical innovation. The problem here is that private value is often not aligned with social value; this in turn means patent law might not promote socially optimal outcomes in this setting.

This problem manifests itself most directly in the projects that putative inventors choose to pursue. Specifically, current patent law might distort firm incentives, causing them to pursue projects that have lower social value but higher private returns.\textsuperscript{136} And by pursuing an invention that maximizes her private returns, the inventor might crowd out investment in other projects that would generate a larger social return.\textsuperscript{137} Put differently, while patent law might make many different inventions profitable, it might not tilt inventors’ preferences toward the most socially valuable ones.

The following numerical example helps illustrate the point. Suppose a company is deciding whether to invest in one of two projects: a “low-value” project that delivers $1 million in social value with a 90\% chance of success, and a “high-value” project

\textsuperscript{134} Patents create private value by solving a well-known public goods problem. It often costs substantial time, money, and effort to create a new invention and turn it into a commercially viable product. Patents are a limited, legal monopoly we award to inventors that enables them to recover these costs. Without patents, we worry about free-riding, where a competitor copies an innovation once it’s sold or otherwise publicly available and incorporates it into a competing product, thereby eating into the innovator’s profits. A patent heightens an innovator’s private return on her creation, allowing her to recoup more of her R&D investment and thereby encouraging her to create the invention in the first place.

\textsuperscript{135} See, e.g., ANDREU MAS-COLELL ET AL., MICROECONOMIC THEORY 318 (1995) (stating that in a competitive equilibrium, price will not exceed a consumer’s marginal utility).


\textsuperscript{137} See Devlin & Sukhatme, supra note 133.
that delivers $8 million in social value with a 50% chance of success. Both projects deliver nothing if they fail, and assume (for simplicity), the company keeps the entire social value of whatever project it chooses. Which project will the firm select?

The firm’s expected returns from the two projects are:

- $1 million \times 0.90 = $900,000, for the low-value project, and
- $8 million \times 0.50 = $4,000,000, for the high-value project.

A risk-neutral firm would select the high-value, socially optimal project, as it delivers more private value.

Now instead assume the firm receives $9 million in private value for any new technology that improves upon the status quo, even if it creates almost no additional social value. Then the firm’s expected returns become:

- $0.90 \times ($1 million + $9 million) = $9 million, for the low-value project, but only:
- $0.50 \times ($8 million + $9 million) = $8.5 million, for the high-value project.

Here, the firm will choose the low-value project, even though it generates less social value. Note this is true even though the firm would earn more ($17 million) if it chose the high-value project and was successful.

What motivates the change in the firm’s project choice toward the low-value (socially suboptimal) project? The driving force is the $9 million in private returns that the firm receives for improving upon the status quo, however barely. Namely, the firm is skewed toward the low-value invention because that project is less risky and the firm’s guaranteed payment for exceeding the status quo is high enough that it does not want to bear the additional risk inherent in pursuing the high-value invention.

Indeed, the reality is worse than this: the private return for drug developers often bears minimal relation to the therapeutic value of a clinical intervention, so the developer captures less of the social value as it increases. This results in a “flatter” slope when graphing private value versus social value, similar to that apparent from the mCRC treatments graphed in Figure 1. So in

---

our example, if the firm recovers 100% of the social value for the low-value invention but only 50% of the social value for the high-value invention, then the private boost would only need to exceed $2.75 million in order to induce the firm to pick the socially suboptimal, low-value project.139

In the pharmaceutical context, these less risky, low-value inventions typically correspond to me-too drugs. From a scientific perspective, me-too drugs are often less risky to pursue because their chemical structure and mechanism of action is similar to existing drugs. From an expected demand perspective, me-too drugs are also less risky because consumers have already revealed whether there is demand for a similar drug on the market, so putative manufacturers have more information about their likely profits.

So it’s no wonder why drug companies continue to seek out me-too innovation. There is less reason for them to reach for higher-value, but riskier, research projects that potentially provide greater social benefit.140 Rather, firms plow money into projects that yield low social value but are less risky and provide high private returns.141

Moreover, even if me-too drugs and other marginal innovation offer some benefits, we need to ask whether those benefits

139. We get $2.75 million by solving for X in the following equation: (($8 million*0.50) + $X million)*0.50 = ($1 million + $X million)*0.90.

140. In related work, one of the co-authors formally models how current market dynamics incentivize firms to pursue marginal innovation over breakthrough technologies. See Son Le & Neel U. Sukhatme, Reaching for Mediocrity: Competition and Stagnation in Pharmaceutical Innovation (July 12, 2019) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with authors).

141. David Abrams and others have investigated the relationship between a patent’s private and social value by examining whether a patent’s forward citations—the number of times it is cited by future patents—correlates with its private value. Using data from non-practicing entities, they find that there is an inverted-U relationship between citations and value—value increases with citations for a while, and then decreases as forward citations become very frequent. See David S. Abrams et al., Patent Value and Citations: Creative Destruction or Strategic Disruption?, (Penn Law: Legal Scholarship Repository) (Nov. 5, 2013), https://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article =1497&context=faculty_scholarship [https://perma.cc/39PW-VTRB].

Our discussion here does not contradict their results—private value and social value might be correlated for drugs and medical technology. But this correlation is weak, and firm decision-making is skewed toward lower-value innovations because firms receive a large fixed “boost” for any invention that exceeds the status quo.
justify the social costs they impose. Most importantly, these include opportunity costs—the drugs that pharmaceutical companies might have developed but chose not to because they devoted resources to developing a me-too drug instead. If the average cost of developing a new drug is $1 billion, as is commonly asserted, perhaps that money might have been better spent elsewhere than on me-too products. If so, me-too innovation is crowding out other innovation that would be more socially valuable.

5. The ACA’s Prohibitions Against “Rationing” and the Use of “Quality-Adjusted Life Years”

As the political battle that preceded the ACA’s passage built to a crescendo, opponents tried to cast the law as a covert scheme to ration Medicare. Worried ACA drafters tried to deflect this attack by adding explicit prohibitions. An HHS panel conceived to develop cost-control strategy for Medicare in the event that the program broke through annual growth ceilings was as a result barred from issuing “any recommendation to ration healthcare.” The law’s authors also added language prohibiting federally-funded clinical outcomes researchers and Medicare administrators from “develop[ing] or employ[ing] a dollars-


144. Affordable Care Act (ACA), Pub. L. No. 111-148, § 3403, 124 Stat. 119, 489–507 (2010) (repealed 2018) (establishing the Independent Medicare Advisory Board, which had authority to impose Medicare cost-containment practices, including changes in how healthcare providers are paid, subject to congressional veto). In the event that Medicare’s projected per-capita growth exceeded growth ceilings, the HHS Secretary was required to impose the cost-containment policies the Board proposed, unless Congress enacted an alternative approach. Id. at 489–94.

145. Id. at 490.

146. The ACA created a new federal agency, the Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI), to fund research into the comparative effectiveness
per-quality adjusted life year” or “similar measure” as a “threshold” for determining “cost-[]-effective[ness],” coverage, or payment.147

“Rationing” has no clear legal definition beyond the term’s past use, most famously during World War II, to refer to regulatory mechanisms for distributing goods when demand exceeds supply.148 But in the health care context, the U.S. Supreme Court has used the term sweepingly, to characterize all withholding of clinical services that might provide any net therapeutic benefit, whether the withholding occurs via regulatory, market, or other means.149 Read this way, the ACA’s prohibition against Medicare rationing bars all cost-containment policies that forgo potential therapeutic benefit, a proscription in keeping with the public expectations and professional ideals we’ve discussed.

Even so, the Medicare cost-control panel, the Independent Payment Advisory Board (IPAB), was repeatedly condemned as a “rationing board.”150 Bipartisan opposition led to its repeal in 2018.151 Rather than being a breakthrough in the fifty-year quest to contain Medicare spending, the IPAB was an object lesson in the political hazards of even seeming to say “no” to care that might yield some net benefit.

The proscription against Medicare’s use of quality and years of life to value medical services poses yet another barrier to the weighing of benefit against cost. This prohibition makes health care literally priceless as a matter of Medicare law: it commands


147. ACA, § 6301.
that care yielding *any* potential benefit be covered and paid for without regard for the magnitude of this benefit.

The ACA’s proscription against developing cost-effectiveness measures that take life-expectancy and quality-of-life gains into account has even broader reach—to all Americans with private insurance, as well as to those covered through Medicare and Medicaid. The Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI), the agency created by the ACA to plan and pay for studies of tests’ and treatments’ comparative effectiveness, is the biggest funder of such research.152 This research is a classic “public good” in the economics sense,153 supplied at suboptimal levels by health care providers, insurers, and other market actors.154 Stifling PCORI’s ability to compare the cost-effectiveness of alternative diagnostic and therapeutic approaches shrinks the evidence base concerning clinical value available to all health care payers, public and private.

6. Medicare’s Separation of Decisions About Coverage and Payment

Another obstacle to Medicare’s consideration of cost has its origins in the program’s original design. Medicare’s drafters created separate schemes for deciding whether a clinical service or product should be covered and determining how much the government should pay for it.155 The former scheme requires Medi-

152. Appleby, supra note 146.
154. Health care providers and drug- and device-makers have suboptimal economic incentives to do high-quality comparative-effectiveness research since they gain more in the marketplace by promoting their products than by doing studies that might show their services and products to be inferior. And private insurers have insufficient incentives to perform this research since doing so yields insufficient competitive advantage. If the research is published (or otherwise made public), *all* insurers will be able to use it. But if the insurer that performs it keeps the findings (and ensuing payment protocols) proprietary, denials of coverage on the basis of these findings will breed distrust, undermining the insurer’s business.
care to cover care it deems “reasonable and necessary” (a standard borrowed from private insurance contracts)—language that Medicare’s administrators have never construed to permit the weighing of costs.\textsuperscript{156} Medicare’s payment practices have evolved over the past half-century, but the program’s authorizing statute and its several revisions have never linked prices paid for particular tests or treatments to their effects on length or quality of life.\textsuperscript{157}

When, in 2004, Medicare officials nevertheless tried to take costs into account by permitting contractors (who administer fee schedules as based on the service’s “relative value,” “conversion factor,” and “geographic adjustment factor”).

\textsuperscript{156} The term “reasonable” invites interpretations that allow consideration of cost—indeed this term is routinely understood in tort and administrative law to permit, even require, cost-benefit balancing. But the agency that administers Medicare (known as the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) until 2001, then the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) thereafter) has never construed “reasonable” along these lines. To be sure, HCFA and CMS have, since 1989, several times explored the possibility of weighing costs when making coverage decisions: the agency has gone as far as to propose decision-making rules that explicitly incorporate cost concerns. Jacqueline Fox,\textit{ The Hidden Role of Cost: Medicare Decisions, Transparency and Public Trust}, 79 U. Cin. L. REV. 1, 15–16 (2010). But the agency has always backed off in the face of strong resistance from stakeholders and Congress, id. at 14, further evidence of the practical impossibility of openly withholding potentially-beneficial care on cost grounds.

health care providers’ compensation) to pay for prescribed treatment no more than the price of the “reasonably feasible and medically appropriate” “least costly alternative,” they were stymied by stakeholders and the courts. Health care providers pushed back, charging that the “least costly alternative” policy invited withholding of beneficial care on account of cost. They had a point: the terms “reasonably feasible” and “medically appropriate” give Medicare contractors discretion to choose, as benchmarks, “least costly alternative(s)” that forgo therapeutic benefit.

As provider opposition mounted, the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals killed this experiment in cost-awareness, ruling that Medicare’s separate coverage decision-making and price-setting schemes barred the program from tying payment rates to therapeutic effectiveness. Once Medicare chose to cover a treatment as “reasonable and necessary,” the court held, it was required to set prices based on statutory formulae, without regard for whether the program’s administrators “determined that the expense of an item or service” was “reasonable or necessary.”


161. “Reasonable” is often understood in tort and administrative law as shorthand for balancing benefits against costs. Supra text accompanying notes 108–09. Likewise, “feasible” has long been understood in administrative law as permissive of agency policies that weigh costs. E.g., Indus. Union Dep’t v. Am. Petroleum Inst., 448 U.S. 607, 637 (1980). And the term “medically appropriate” confers broad license to choose from among alternative clinical practices that reflect varying implicit balances between benefit and cost. BLOCHE, supra note 46, at 23–29, 105–06.

162. Hays, 589 F.3d at 1281–82.

163. Id. at 1282 (internal quotations omitted).
C. STAKEHOLDERS, EXPECTATIONS, AND LEVERS OF INFLUENCE

The myriad actors that provide $3.5 trillion in health care services and products per year do business within this cultural, financial, and legal milieu. This environment rewards industry actors for developing and marketing new technologies with little regard for their degree of therapeutic benefit. Doctors, hospitals, and other health care providers, in turn, have powerful incentives to adopt these technologies and to invest in the training, equipment, and bricks and mortar needed to deploy them. The psychology of rescue, the ethical and legal architecture that reflects and reinforces it, and the public and private insurance schemes that finance it lock in these incentives for the long term. This lowers the risk attached to the investments these incentives invite.

Moreover, once industry actors make these investments, they are strongly motivated to protect them. Efforts by health care payers or government regulators to restrain spending on services to which industry actors have made large business commitments are sure to meet fierce resistance. This resistance employs multiple tools: advocacy that exploits the legal doctrines and regimes we’ve discussed, political messaging that leverages popular outrage over the withholding of life-prolonging care, and marketing that stokes hopes for life-changing therapeutic impact.

Trade associations, corporate advocacy and marketing arms, and “astroturf” consumer groups funded by industry stakeholders press the case for coverage of expensive tests and treatments. These actors also reach prescribing and referring physicians directly, through their dominant role in funding continuing medical education (and shaping its content) and

165. The American Medical Association (AMA) has long been seen as the marquee trade group when it comes to influence on politics, legislation, and regulation in the health sphere, but medical specialty societies are eclipsing its influence. Other powerful influencers include the American Hospital Association, the Federation of American Hospitals (investor-owned hospitals), the Association of Academic Health Centers, the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhARMA), and the Medical Device Manufacturers Association (MDMA).


168. “Astroturf” advocacy groups are entities fronted by apparent grassroots activists but created and funded by industry stakeholders, with an eye toward creating the illusion of broad, grassroots support for the stakeholders’ positions on issues. HEDRICK SMITH, THE POWER GAME: HOW WASHINGTON WORKS 245–46 (1988).


170. JEROME P. KASSIRER, ON THE TAKE: HOW MEDICINE’S COMPLICITY WITH BIG BUSINESS CAN ENDANGER YOUR HEALTH 15–16 (2005). Physicians are captive audiences for CME—states impose annual CME requirements for continued licensure, medical specialty societies require it for ongoing certification, and many hospitals make it a prerequisite for admitting and operating privileges. See Physician CME State Map, RELIAS MEDIA, https://www.reliasmedia.com/pages/cme-state-map?utm_campaign=featuredsidebar&utm_medium=web&utm_source=cemweb.com [https://perma.cc/8D92-7K38] (last updated June 21, 2019) (detailing license requirements by state). Through vehicles like Medscape (which gives physicians access to a massive selection of free, industry-funded online CME), conference sponsorships, and “gifts” to hospitals and clinics to support presentations, drug and device makers influence the content of
their financial support for so-called “key opinion leaders” (prominent academic and other specialists whose pronouncements influence standards of care). Direct-to-consumer, “ask your doctor” advertising, moreover, mobilizes patients to seek out pricey drugs, devices, and services. News outlets report uncritically (sometimes prompted by stakeholders’ promotional efforts) on the promise of new therapies. Patients and their families, in turn, pursue them, Pressing their doctors for prescriptions and referrals. Physicians, motivated to satisfy their patients, comply, aiding in the establishment of these therapies as standards of care, often before their efficacy has been scientifically established.

These dynamics of influence play out within an environment made favorable by Americans’ reverence for technology, the hopes and fears of patients and family members who face dire

CME, both directly and by choosing topics and speakers. AVORN, supra note 130.

171. Pharmaceutical firms, device manufacturers, and other industry actors fund these physicians’ research studies, appoint them to paid advisory boards, and retain them as consultants. This process is subtle—outright payments for product endorsements are rare; rather, it relies on the building of relationships and trust over time. See Ashley Wazana, Physicians and the Pharmaceutical Industry: Is a Gift Ever Just a Gift?, 283 J. AM. MED. ASS’N 373, 375–78 (2000) (comparing frequency of physician interactions with pharmaceutical industry representatives and corresponding outcomes).


medical circumstances, and the trust in physicians that patients sustain, indeed feel more deeply, when they hear bad health news.\footnote{175} Healthcare reformers from across the ideological spectrum have proposed myriad policy fixes. Liberals have focused on limiting corporate influence on medical research and practice, eliminating financial conflicts of interest,\footnote{176} empowering government to stop the spread of low-value services, and protecting patients’ autonomy from paternalistic physicians. Conservatives have urged an array of consumer-choice approaches, from offering patients a wide variety of cost-benefit trade-off policies at the health plan sign-up stage\footnote{177} to shifting clinical costs from health insurers to patients (by raising copayments and deductibles).\footnote{178}

These solutions fly in the face of the powerful forces we’ve described. They assume, rather than offer, answers to the Gordian web of challenges we’ve set out—the psychological and cultural forces, stakeholder expectations, and ethical and legal frameworks that reflect and reinforce our national inability to say “no” to high-cost, low-value care once it becomes available. These challenges stand in the way of adoption of the reforms that liberals and conservatives have urged. For more than a half century, they have stymied medical cost-containment efforts regardless of ideological pedigree.\footnote{179}

D. A LIGHTNING-ROUND REVIEW OF FAILED COST-CONTROL POLICY

Prior to the creation of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965, rising health spending wasn’t a matter of much interest to federal policymakers. To be sure, critics of these programs objected to burdening taxpayers with their costs,\footnote{180} but future escalation of

\footnote{175} See KATZ, supra note 59 at 100–01 (contending that patients tend to regress to more childlike, trusting states of mind—and thus experience greater trust in their physicians—when they fear for their health).

\footnote{176} E.g., Marc A. Rodwin, Conflicts of Interest, Institutional Corruption, and Pharma: An Agenda for Reform, 40 J.L. MED. & ETHICS 511, 511 (2012).

\footnote{177} E.g., HAVIGHURST, supra note 98.

\footnote{178} E.g., CHARLES SILVER & DAVID A. HYMAN, OVERCHARGED: WHY AMERICANS PAY TOO MUCH FOR HEALTH CARE 284, 287 (2018).

\footnote{179} See supra text accompanying notes 158–59.

medical spending wasn’t this opposition’s focus. Leading health economists presumed that physicians’ Hippocratic devotion to their patients would guard against excessive spending, and the programs’ drafters gave the medical profession virtual carte blanche to determine clinical need. But within a few years of these programs’ implementation, their soaring costs were arousing Congressional alarm. A 1969 Senate Finance Committee report projected Medicare’s fiscal year 1970 price tag at almost double the amount anticipated in 1965. Comparable projections aren’t available for Medicaid, but over the program’s first five years, its total cost to federal, state, and local governments jumped by more than 300%.

1. Health Planning

After years of debate over rival regulatory and market-oriented remedies, Congress settled in 1974 on a scheme that sought to control costs by limiting the supply of high-priced clinical services. It required each state to establish a network of local and statewide bodies—some with stakeholder representatives—to create comprehensive plans for capital investment—plans for numbers of hospital beds and for myriad specialized

181. See, e.g., Kenneth Arrow, Uncertainty and the Welfare Economics of Medical Care, 53 AM. ECON. REV. 941, 947–48 (1963) (analyzing physicians’ Hippocratic altruism as a market response to the possibility that patients’ medical ignorance could give rise to distrust).

182. Like private insurers, Medicare covered clinical services so long as treating physicians deemed them “necessary,” with minimal review of treating doctors’ decisions. See supra notes 156–57 and accompanying text.


184. Id. at 2 (“Between 1965 and 1970, total Federal, State, and local costs will have risen from $1.3 to $5.5 billion.”).
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facilities and services. Proposed new hospitals and other facilities that exceeded these plans could, in theory, not be built; the idea was to cap availability of costly care in the face of insatiable, insurance-fueled demand.

But stakeholders’ resistance ensured that this lid on supply would leak freely. The 1974 statutory scheme that engineered it denied health planners the power to shut down existing facilities even when they offered capacity that exceeded planners’ prescribed limits. And mechanisms of political influence—from health-care industry representation on local planning bodies to doctors’ and hospitals’ sway over state officials—eased healthcare providers’ way to obtaining state approval (known as a “Certificate of Need” or “CON”) for new facilities. Regulators appointed by or accountable to governors and legislators had little incentive to anger providers by saying no.

Doctors and hospitals, moreover, could and did mobilize public support by warning that refusal to confer Certificates of Need put lives and well-being at risk. And when regulators withheld approvals, providers often appealed to the courts, exploiting judges’ reluctance to risk adverse health consequences. Protracted litigation and remands to regulators for reconsideration often ensued as judges strained to avoid visibly compromising people’s health. In short, the interwoven personal psychology, public expectations, professional ideals, and stakeholder interests that we’ve described ensured health planning’s failure as a remedy for rising costs. Eliminating only care that lacked any therapeutic value (or worse, did more harm than good) wasn’t enough to restrain medical spending’s explosive growth—growth sustained by insurance-fueled technological advance that too often yielded little therapeutic value.

186. See National Health Planning and Resources Development Act §§ 1512–12, 1522–23.
187. See id. § 1523(a)(4)(A).
190. See, e.g., supra Part I.A.
ceed, health planners would have had to make compromises between health and other social needs that the surrounding ecology of beliefs and interests disallowed.

2. Hospital Rate Regulation

The same was the case for another early regulatory response to rising costs—the capping of hospital rates. By the end of the 1970s, hospital rate regulation had proven effective at slowing the growth of clinical spending. Not only did it contain inpatient costs (the largest component of U.S. medical spending); its spillover effects likely included lower spending on physician services. The several states that adopted it achieved cost control that Certificate-of-Need regulation didn’t match. Encouraged by this success, the Carter Administration proposed a nationwide hospital rate-setting scheme in 1979.

But industry resistance kept this regulatory model from spreading. Hospital executives mobilized opposition by warning...


193. For the past fifty years, spending on hospital care has comprised between one third and two fifths of U.S. medical costs, more than spending on physician services, pharmaceuticals, or any other clinical sector. See National Health Expenditures by Type of Service and Source of Funds, CMS, https://www.cms.gov/ (follow “Research, Statistics, Data, & Systems” hyperlink; then follow the “National Health Expenditure Data” hyperlink under the “Statistics, Trends, & Reports” tab; then follow the “Historical” hyperlink) [https://perma.cc/2LG9-DEQY].

194. See Robert Murray & Robert Berenson, Urban Inst., Hospital Rate Setting Revisited: Dumb Price Fixing or a Smart Solution to Provider Pricing Power and Delivery Reform? 60–61 (2015) (“S]tudies suggest that spending for physician services was lower in states with rate setting . . .”).


that rate setting compromised quality of care.\textsuperscript{198} Physicians reinforced these warnings, arguing that restraints on inpatient rates rendered hospitals less able to build new facilities, acquire state-of-the-art technology, and thereby save lives.\textsuperscript{199} President Carter’s rate-setting proposal went nowhere, and by 1980 a state-level retreat from hospital rate regulation was well underway.\textsuperscript{200} That these admonitions about health care quality gained enough political traction to roll back rate regulation despite its cost-control success underscores our national resistance to trade-offs between medicine’s benefits and other human needs.

3. The Market Responds: Managed Care

Through the 1970s, private health insurers paid doctors and hospitals virtually on demand, without critical review of the medical rationale for tests and treatments. But as support for regulatory responses to rising costs ebbed in the 1980s, health plans (and employers, who pay for most private coverage) asserted their market power. They declined coverage, at times, for costly services, citing “medical necessity” clauses in their contracts with subscribers.\textsuperscript{201} They offered financial rewards to physicians for frugal practice and made compliance with money-saving clinical protocols a precondition for participation in provider networks.\textsuperscript{202} To put market muscle behind these new ways of doing business, they offered patients steep discounts for choosing in-network doctors and hospitals; this, in turn, enabled health

\textsuperscript{198} See Crozier, \textit{supra} note 195, at 68–70.

\textsuperscript{199} \textit{House Kills Carter Hospital Cost Control Plan}, 35 CQ ALMANAC 512, 513 (1979). The Federation of American Hospitals, the American Hospital Association, and the American Medical Association “suggested the bill would harm health care in the United States by forcing hospitals to curtail services to keep down costs.” \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{200} See John E. McDonough, \textit{Tracking the Demise of State Hospital Rate Setting}, \textit{HEALTH AFF.}, Jan.–Feb. 1997, at 142, 143–44.

\textsuperscript{201} See Mark A. Hall & Gerard F. Anderson, \textit{Health Insurers’ Assessment of Medical Necessity}, 140 U. PA. L. REV. 1637, 1641 (1992) (opining that “previous contract disputes involved treatment at the periphery of traditional medicine with only modest amounts of money at stake” but, with medical necessity clauses, “the stakes are much higher on both sides”).

\textsuperscript{202} See generally Linda J. White & John Ball, \textit{Integrating Practice Guidelines with Financial Incentives}, 16 \textit{QUALITY REV. BULL.} 50, 51–52 (1990) (anticipating that the results of medical effectiveness studies will be used to inform physicians and patients about appropriate medical care and to assist public and private insurers in developing coverage policy).
plans to reward compliant providers with larger numbers of patients.\textsuperscript{203}

By the early 1990s, the insurance industry had evolved a medley of health plan designs that made use of varying mixes of these methods, all the while continuing to promise, via contract, “medically necessary” care.\textsuperscript{204} Federal law favored these designs, which came to be known as “managed care.” A 1973 statute supplied subsidies to HMOs that employed these methods, preempted state laws restricting them, and required employers offering health insurance to include an HMO option.\textsuperscript{205} And the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)\textsuperscript{206} gave carte blanche to medical-necessity-based coverage denials through its preemption of state tort and contract law.\textsuperscript{207} ERISA preemption barred Americans who obtained coverage via the workplace from suing their health plans for consequential damages; they could sue (in federal court) only for the value of the benefits denied.\textsuperscript{208}

Public programs likewise embraced managed care. State Medicaid programs experimented with HMOs in the 1980s, then

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{203} See generally Peter D. Fox & Peter R. Kongstvedt, \textit{A History of Managed Health Care and Health Insurance in the United States}, \textit{in The Essentials of Managed Health Care} 7 (Peter R. Kongstvedt ed., 5th ed. 2007) (exploring the development of managed health care and coinciding health insurance models in the United States).
\item \textsuperscript{207} Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. v. Taylor, 481 U.S. 58, 62 (1985) (“[Plaintiff]’s common law contract and tort claims are pre-empted by ERISA.”).
\item \textsuperscript{208} Fully-integrated HMOs—firms that provided health insurance \textit{and} medical services within a single corporate structure—were (and are) not protected by this de facto tort immunity. Lower federal courts construed ERISA to preempt state damage suits against insurers for denial of coverage (since ERISA preempted such damage suits against employee benefit plans) but not suits against fully-integrated HMOs for failure to provide adequate care. See, \textit{e.g.}, Dukes v. U.S. Healthcare, Inc., 57 F.3d 350, 356 (1995) (holding that such a claim against an HMO is beyond the scope of ERISA pre-emption because it “merely attack[s] the quality of the benefits received”).
\end{itemize}
moved most of their clients to managed care in the 1990s. Medicare managed care also grew rapidly in the 1990s (though most Medicare beneficiaries stayed with traditional, fee-for-service coverage).

For several years, in the mid to late 1990s, U.S. medical costs stabilized as a share of GDP, due largely to rapid transition from traditional fee-for-service to managed care. HMOs and other aggressively-managed health plans cost less, compared to traditional coverage, though their annual price increases were roughly similar. But managed care had hidden a core truth. As a unanimous U.S. Supreme Court put it in 2000: “inducement to ration care goes to the very point of any HMO scheme.”

HMOs struck balances, the Court noted, concerning “acceptable medical risk” and “optimum treatment levels”—balances that sacrificed therapeutic benefit to conserve resources for other purposes. So did other forms of managed care, drawing upon financial inducements, administrative controls, and bargaining power over providers to contain clinical resource use.

Managed health plans didn’t admit to doing this. They hid the reality of rationing behind the euphemism of medical necessity, insisting that they were honoring their contractual commitments to cover all care that met this standard. For a time, they

209. See Carlos Zarabozo, Milestones in Medicare Managed Care, 22 HEALTHCARE FINANCING REV., Fall 2000, at 61, 64–65 (describing the “fits and starts” of Medicaid programs in the late 1980s and early 1990s).

210. See id. at 61, 65. A variety of legislative and regulatory changes nurtured Medicare managed care’s growth, to more than fifteen percent of all Medicare beneficiaries by 1999. Id.

211. Sheiner, supra note 12.


214. Id.

215. See Bloche, Invention of Health Law, supra note 40, at 253, 287–98 (elaborating on techniques utilized in attempts to fine-tune health care efficiency); Bloche, Trust and Betrayal, supra note 101, at 935–39, 938 n.94 (discussing the relationship between trust and the creation of unrealistic expectations in consumers and patients).

216. See Robert Pear, The ‘R’ Word: Justice Souter Takes on a Health Care Taboo, N.Y. TIMES, June 18, 2000, at WK3 (discussing how the essence of the HMO concept is rationing, even if that is not expressly stated by the plans themselves).

217. See id.; see also Hall & Anderson, supra note 201, at 1639 n.12, 1640–41, 1640 nn.13–14 (listing and elaborating on litigation surrounding the construction of “medical necessity” language in health insurance contracts where
seemed to pull off health policy’s impossible feat—withholding beneficial, even lifesaving care in order to restrain costs (and thereby succeeding where health planners218 and hospital rate regulators219 failed).

But this time was short. As managed care spread across private insurance markets in the 1990s, its covert cost-saving practices gained notice and aroused ire.220 Many were shocked to learn that ERISA, in most cases,221 immunized health plans against liability for the consequences of coverage denied. Congress and many state legislatures advanced “Patients’ Bill of Rights” proposals222 to limit health plans’ discretion to deny coverage and to expand patients’ legal remedies. Legislative hearings and investigative journalists spotlighted egregious episodes of harm resulting from care withheld.223 Class action suits, employing a potpourri of legal theories, targeted managed care’s insurers maintained that they were honoring their contractual commitments to that language).

218. See supra Part I.D.1.
220. See Robert J. Blendon et al., Understanding the Managed Care Backlash, HEALTH AFF., July–Aug. 1998, at 80, 82–85 (studying and then discussing public opinion of managed care and its influencing factors); Alain C. Enthoven & Sara J. Singer, The Managed Care Backlash and the Task Force in California, HEALTH AFF., July–Aug. 1998, at 90, 96–97 (discussing contributions to the backlash towards managed care by various groups).
221. In the 1990s (as is the case today), more than 150 million Americans received health insurance via the workplace and were thus precluded by ERISA preemption from seeking state tort or contract damages for the consequences of coverage denials. See supra, text accompanying notes 206–08 (discussing ERISA-controlled health benefits plans). See generally Cynthia B. Sullivan & Thomas Rice, Datawatch: The Health Insurance Picture In 1990, HEALTH AFF., Summer 1991, at 104, 104–05 (listing and discussing data on employer-provided health insurance in 1990); Dan Managan, Number of People with Health Insurance via Jobs Remained Steady with Obamacare, CNBC (July 13, 2016), https://www.cnbc.com/2016/07/13/number-of-people-with-health-insurance-via-jobs-remained-steady-with-obamacare.html [https://perma.cc/LY5L-2KM9] (“There are an estimated 155 million people under age 65 covered by [employer-sponsored insurance] plans.”).
223. See, e.g., Stuart Auerbach, Managed Care Backlash, WASH. POST: HEALTH, June 25, 1996, at 12.
cost-cutting practices. And in TV dramas, films, and late-night comedy, health insurers became villains and punchlines.

Efforts to enact a federal “Patients’ Bill of Rights” failed. Class action suits against managed health plans were thrown out before they could reach the discovery stage. Employment-based health insurance retained its ERISA immunity from damage suits. But the reputational damage had been done. Consumers shied away from the most restrictive health plans.


226. E.g., AS GOOD AS IT GETS (TriStar Pictures 1997) (health insurer refuses to cover costly asthma care for the son of Helen Hunt’s character, a struggling waitress); THE RAINMAKER (Constellation Entertainment 1997) (Matt Damon and Danny DeVito are lawyers who defeat a villainous insurance company in court after it refuses to cover treatment for a child with leukemia).

227. E.g., The Tonight Show with Jay Leno: Episode #8.252 (NBC television broadcast Aug. 23, 2000) (making fun of HMOs for supposedly requiring patients consult with the doctor in a group rather than individually in an effort to cut costs).


229. Bloche & Studdert, supra note 224, at 29.


231. See Bloche & Studdert, supra note 224, at 37 (discussing consumer anxiety with managed care plans); Jerome Dugan, Trends in Managed Care Cost Containment: An Analysis of the Managed Care Backlash, 24 HEALTH ECON. 1604, 1606 (2015) (compiling and discussing data that show rapid disenrollment from managed care plans).
especially as the U.S. economy neared full employment, heightening competition for workers. Capital markets, as well, signaled their concerns, pushing share prices down in response to developments that sullied managed care’s image. Rather than responding with contractual transparency about rationing they’d previously kept covert, health plans backed away from aggressive managed-care practices, aware that candor about foregoing therapeutic benefit to save money was no recipe for preserving market share.

The predictable result was that, after 2000, medical spending again began to rise more rapidly than GDP. Like health planning and hospital rate regulation, managed care’s methods could have contained medical spending by forcing trade-offs between therapeutic benefit and other social needs. But this would have required patients and their loved ones to accept such trade-offs—and to tolerate their physicians’ leave-taking from the Hippocratic ideal of undivided commitment to patients’ wellbeing. And it would have required the medical profession to embrace this sharp break with long-standing values.

Such a radical departure from social expectations, sick people’s emotional needs, and professional ideals was not in the cards. Managed care’s leaders understood this. So, they tried to keep rationing covert—hidden behind health insurers’ traditional contractual promise of “medically necessary” care. But America’s entrepreneurs of revelation—investigative journalists, plaintiffs’ lawyers, consumer activists, academics, and crusading legislators—exposed the reality of trade-offs between clinical benefits and costs. Even the U.S. Supreme Court got

232. See Bloche & Studdert, supra note 224, at 38 (noting “increased pressure on health plans to move away from aggressive cost management”).
233. See id. at 37–38.
234. See Bloche, supra note 204 (noting the agility of the market’s response to consumer concerns); Dugan, supra note 231, at 1604–05 (discussing organizational awareness of backlash against managed care).
235. Sheiner, supra note 12.
236. See Zarabozo, supra note 209, at 61–62; see also Hall & Anderson, supra note 201, at 1640–41 (identifying instances where managed care insurers’ commitment to the “medically necessary” language in their policies lead to litigation).
237. See supra Part I.C.
into the act, invoking health care’s “R-word” seven times (in its 2000 opinion rejecting an ERISA challenge to rewards to doctors for withholding services) to drive home the message that HMOs reduce spending by rationing care. Keeping this rationing on the down-low was doomed to fail.

4. Top-Down Caps on Medical Spending

A government or private entity can control medical spending by keeping to budget ceilings for hospitals, clinics, or geographic regions. Germany, Canada, and the United Kingdom are among the nations that set such ceilings. Countries can do so under both public and private health systems: under public schemes, governments allocate pre-set levels of funding, while under private systems, regulators set spending limits. Canadian provinces, for example, set global health-care budgets based on the funds they receive from Canada’s federal government, supplemented by provincial taxes; within these constraints, provinces then negotiate payments to providers. President Clinton’s failed health reform proposal featured a ceiling for most private medical spending: caps on insurance premiums were built into the proposal as a “backstop,” in case (as many expected) competition between health plans failed to keep premiums below legislated limits.

Control of spending through top-down caps is simple in theory. In practice, it runs afoul of the politics that beset any scheme.

238. See generally Pear, supra note 216 (“Rationing is central to the very idea of H.M.O.s.”).


240. See id. at 235 (holding that ERISA’s fiduciary duty provisions permit employment-based health plans to offer doctors financial incentives to practice inexpensively).


243. Id. at 12–15.

244. Walter A. Zelman, The Rationale Behind the Clinton Health Reform Plan, HEALTH AFF., Spring 1994, at 9, 21–23 (discussing a “backstop” premium cap mechanism).
of allocation within such caps. Ferocious struggles over fixed resources are an ongoing feature of Britain’s National Health Service and other public systems of health care provision. 245 Acrimony over fees is a pervasive feature of schemes in which a single entity, public or private, constrained by a cap, pays private providers. Claims that caps are too restrictive to cover needed, even lifesaving care are commonplace. 246 So are the scandals that ensue when clinical caregivers elide gaps between constrained resources and public expectations by rationing covertly or resorting to disinformation 247 about the care they provide.

The Clinton health reform plan’s premium caps became a political target for critics, who gained traction with voters by charging that rationing would result. 248 The ACA’s Medicare caps made it into law, only to be repealed in 2018 before they were triggered. 249 Foes characterized these ceilings as a rationing scheme and called the agency designed to implement them a “rationing board.” 250 Pitted against public expectations, professional norms, and stakeholders’ political influence, spending ceilings have proven unsustainable in practice. 251

---


246. E.g., id.


249. See supra text accompanying notes 151–52.


251. Even in countries that set global budgets for most medical spending (e.g., Canada, the United Kingdom, and Germany), these influences have pushed costs upward as percentages of GDP. Per capita spending on medicine remains lower in every other industrialized country than it is in the U.S., but annual rates of increase have been roughly comparable. See ORG. FOR ECON. COOPERATION & DEV., HEALTH AT A GLANCE 2017, at 133 fig.7.2 (2017), https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/health_glance-2017-44-en.pdf?expires
II. BEYOND FUTILITY: AN EMERGENT STRATEGY

Fifty years of failure have shown the unworkability of clinical cost-control strategies that require the withholding of potentially beneficial care. Even the appearance or hope of therapeutic benefit, absent a scientific showing of efficacy, makes it impossible to say “no” to already-established tests and treatments without provoking fierce backlash. Health care policy and law have failed to come to terms with this.

We therefore urge a sharply different approach. Rather than trying to roll back use of existing clinical approaches, we aim to bend the arc of future technology development, toward breakthrough and other high-value treatments and away from the minimal therapeutic improvements that our current system indiscriminately rewards.

A. QUANTUM LEAPS V. “HALF-WAY TECHNOLOGIES”

Our rationale rests on medical technology’s emergent logic. Therapies not yet available, even envisioned, don’t give rise to vested expectations. Investors, developers, and doctors and hospitals haven’t yet made large human and financial capital commitments. Patients and their loved ones aren’t outraged by inability to access technologies that don’t exist. Clinical ethics don’t demand their provision. Preventing the future development of high-cost, low-benefit tests and treatments is thus achievable, whereas wholesale reduction in use of today’s pricey, low-yield technologies is out of reach.

To this end, we urge the reshaping of incentives for technology development down the line, so as to reward advances in proportion to their therapeutic impact. Doing so won’t substantially cut current medical spending since it does nothing to discourage use of extant tests and treatments. But it would extract greater value from future health spending as technologies emerge, since reward for value would play a larger role in their emergence.

More than this, scaling economic rewards to therapeutic impact would likely slow health spending’s long-term growth. Large therapeutic leaps forward typically arise from breakthroughs in biological understanding—breakthroughs that open the way to elegant clinical interventions. Such interventions are, in relative terms, simple to administer, decisive, and therefore cheap. They interact in sophisticated ways with biological systems to set them right.

By contrast, the highest-cost clinical measures tend to be, at once, sophisticated from an engineering perspective and crude in their biological action. They are “half-way technologies,” as the physician and philosopher of medicine Lewis Thomas called them—substitutes, not fixes, for physiology gone awry. They employ costly personnel to run complex equipment—often for extended periods, since they do little to put our biology back on track.

Compare the antibiotic revolution, for example, to the technology in an intensive care unit. The discovery that substances found in nature could stop bacterial growth by blocking key chemical reactions enabled decisive action to cure dreaded diseases. But ICU life-support systems are poor substitutes for

253. Cf. Arturo Casadevall & Ferric C. Fang, Elegant Science, MBio, https://mbio.asm.org/content/mbio/9/1/e00043-18.full.pdf [https://perma.cc/NA79-WMFT] (arguing that biological discoveries can be “elegant” and describing the experiment that lead to the discovery that each new strand of DNA is built upon a previously existing strand as the “most beautiful experiment in biology”).

254. To be sure, providers and others may price breakthrough interventions aggressively, as has happened in recent years with some breakthrough pharmaceuticals. Our point here is that the actual costs of provision for breakthrough interventions tend to be low by comparison to treatments that employ sophisticated engineering, software, and the personnel these require. See generally infra note 283 and accompanying text (discussing the research and development costs of new pharmaceutical drugs).

255. BLOCHE, supra note 46, at 56.

256. Lewis Thomas, On the Science and Technology of Medicine, in DOING BETTER AND FEELING WORSE: HEALTH IN THE UNITED STATES 35, 37–38 (1977) (discussing how technology has advanced to provide better diagnoses but is “not yet sufficient to permit either the prevention or outright cure” of the diagnosed diseases).

257. Id.

258. BLOCHE, supra note 46, at 56.

259. See, e.g., Robert Gaynes, The Discovery of Penicillin—New Insights After More than 75 Years of Clinical Use, 23 EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES 849, 849–50 (2017) (discussing the discovery of penicillin and labeling it as an event that “changed the course of medicine”).
normal biological functioning. Or, consider the Nobel-Prize-winning research that revealed the pathways of lipid metabolism, opening the way for pharmaceutical intervention to stop the growth of artery-clogging plaques. The “statin” drugs emerged from this science. They’re remarkably cheap by comparison with the technology-intensive, biologically primitive measures undertaken in cardiac care units.

Shifting clinical innovators’ calculus of risk and benefit toward higher-value advances will push innovators toward investment in biological breakthroughs and away from the “half-way technologies” that are disproportionately responsible for rising costs. Over time, we project, the distribution of innovation will shift, from the latter toward the former, as changing rewards are felt. And if this happens, growth in health spending will gradually diminish, toward rates more in line with growth throughout the rest of our economy.

To be sure, some quantum biological leaps yield pricey therapies. A current, high-profile example is curative medication for hepatitis C, a viral infection that kills 400,000 each year. Prices for a successful course of treatment approach $100,000. But actual production costs for this course of treatment have been estimated at a few hundred dollars or less. The five-hundred-fold or greater disconnect between production cost and price stems from industry’s strategic calculus about the charges health insurers will bear. Cure, moreover, averts the costs of

---


261. BLOCHE, supra note 46, at 56.


263. Sy Mukherjee, Hepatitis C Drugs Can Cost $84,000. This New One May Be Just As Good—But Cost $300, FORTUNE (Apr. 12, 2018), http://fortune.com/2018/04/12/hepatitis-c-cure-300-dollars/ [https://perma.cc/6TJ3-WXK7].

264. See Andrew Hillet al., Minimum Costs for Producing Hepatitis C Direct-Acting Antivirals for Use in Large-Scale Treatment Access Programs in Developing Countries, 58 CLINICAL INFECTIONOUS DISEASES 298, 930–33 (2014) (estimating production costs for various antivirals).

half-way technologies for the management of liver failure and cancer, as well as the exorbitant costs of liver transplantation and the discomfort, debilitation, and productivity losses associated with infection. Curative antiviral medication, in short, almost certainly costs less than allowing infection to linger.

Development of a cure for hepatitis C, often cited as a cautionary tale about the cost of clinical breakthroughs, thus illustrates our claim about the cost-saving potential of biological leaps forward. In general, physiological “fixes” that solve serious health problems are cheaper than ongoing, technology-intensive (and thus labor and capital intensive) approaches to managing them.

There’s a dismal caveat here: the biomedical advance that enables decisive treatment for a life-threatening disease opens the way for future illnesses that death would have forestalled.

266. The natural progression of untreated hepatitis C is highly uncertain. See Douglas L. Nguyen & Ke-Qin Hu, Clinical Monitoring of Chronic Hepatitis C Based on Its Natural History and Therapy, 19 ENDOCRINE PRACTICE 292, 293–94 (2013). But it is believed that 75% to 85% of initially-infected patients develop chronic infection and that, of these, up to 30% progress to cirrhosis (irreversible scarring with varying degrees of liver failure). Neal Mehta et al., Cleveland Clinic Center for Continuing Education: Hepatitis C (2017), http://www.clevelandclinicmeded.com/medicalpubs/disease-management/hepatology/hepatitis-c/ [https://perma.cc/696D-FS56]. Among chronically-infected patients, the risk of liver cancer is believed to be three to ten percent per year. Id.


268. Cf. Butlerff et al., RAND CORP., Multiple Chronic Conditions in the United States 13–17 (2017), https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/tools/TL200/TL221/RAND_TL221.pdf [https://perma.cc/2XQR-XNTA] (“Americans with five or more chronic conditions make up 12 percent of the population but account for 41 percent of total health care spending.”); National Health Expenditures by Type of Service and Source of Funds, CMS, https://www.cms.gov/ (follow “Research, Statistics, Data, & Systems” hyperlink; then follow the “National Health Expenditure Data” hyperlink under the “Statistics, Trends, & Reports” tab; then follow the “Historical” hyperlink) [https://perma.cc/2LG9-DEQY].
Like many preventive tests and treatments, curative therapies for life-shortening diseases increase medical spending over the long term by extending longevity toward health care’s “ragged edge”—a realm of debility that lies at the limits of medicine’s capacity to cope. This is where spending soars, as we deploy half-way technologies in dire circumstances, often to minimal effect.

On the other hand, the long-term shift we envision in the climate of reward for innovation will, over time, nudge even ragged-edge medicine toward higher-value technologies. We’ll never come close to realizing the therapeutic aim envisioned by nineteenth century physician Oliver Wendell Holmes—the “one hoss shay” that functions flawlessly for 100 years, then suddenly fails completely. But diminished pursuit of technological change that yields low value at great cost on the ragged edge should moderate the burden of caring for those of us who reach it.

Some growth in costs will be inevitable as medicine pushes toward the ragged edge. But growth that delivers commensurate value by adding to people’s productive and satisfying years isn’t a social or policy problem, any more than is rising spending on information technology or renewable energy. The aim of medical cost control policy shouldn’t be some arbitrary spending ceiling, but, rather, clinical costs and practices that produce value in line with the rest of our economy.

B. SCALING ECONOMIC REWARD TO THERAPEUTIC IMPACT

Two incentive systems shape the landscape of rewards for development of new medical technologies: (1) payment schemes for health care providers (including drug and device makers),


271. Thomas, supra note 256.

272. See Oliver Wendell Holmes, The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table, 2 ATLANTIC MONTHLY 496–97 (1858) (collecting various essays, as well as the poem The Deacon’s Masterpiece: or the Wonderful ‘One-Hoss-Shay’).

273. See supra text accompanying notes 35–36.

and (2) market exclusivity rules, including intellectual property protections. They are of varying relative import for different tests and treatments: market exclusivity rules, for example, are minimal influences on the invention of most surgical procedures but central in drug development. To transform the landscape of rewards for technology development, large changes in both provider payment and market exclusivity will be essential.

1. Toward Dynamic Value-Based Payment

Calls to tie provider payment to clinical value have become high fashion in health policy over the past decade. But emerging “value-based payment” schemes don’t target future technology development. Rather, they reward doctors and hospitals with shares from the savings insurers reap when providers practice cheaply, so long as providers meet quality and consumer-satisfaction benchmarks. The quality benchmarks these schemes employ reflect reigning standards of care, not relative therapeutic impact. They can be revised from time to time to account of changing practice norms, but they’re not designed to favor large leaps forward over low-benefit advances. Nor do these benchmarks cover more than a small fraction of the services doctors and hospitals provide. Today’s “value-based payment” thus incentivizes providers to stint on care without much regard for therapeutic impact.

Moreover, it does nothing to channel tech-

275. Associations of medical professionals have almost always taken the position that patent protection for surgical procedures is unethical, and surgeons have rarely sought it. Moreover, while surgical procedures are patentable, federal law bars enforcement of such a patent against medical practitioners who infringe the patent while treating patients. See 35 U.S.C. § 287(c) (2012).


277. Id. at 3 (describing the flow of money in a value-based payment system).


279. Today’s “value-based payment” is thus little different from the bonuses and penalties insurers employed in the 1990s to press doctors to stint on care with minimal regard for therapeutic consequences. Market and legal backlash against these incentives rendered them unsustainable. See Bloche, supra note
nology development away from costly, “half-way” measures, toward diagnostic and therapeutic breakthroughs.

To transform provider payment into a tool for changing the trajectory of technological change, reconceiving value-based payment is essential. Rather than rewarding providers for stinting on care today or for adhering to quality benchmarks based only on current clinical standards, value-based payment should become dynamic—scaled to evolving understandings of therapeutic benefit. Ideally, scaling of rewards to results should be introduced for all tests and treatments, but stakeholders’ settled expectations are a formidable obstacle to cutting payment for current, low-benefit care. So as a practical matter, we urge focus on clinical approaches that are yet-to-emerge. This elides the problem of vested expectations while targeting technology’s future trajectory.

A dynamic system of value-based payment would continually adjust payment rates to take account of the latest evidence of therapeutic efficacy. Fees could be assigned to new tests and treatments based on the evidence that enables their incorporation into clinical practice; these fees could then be adjusted periodically, perhaps annually, as new data accrues. A model for this approach is “Coverage with Evidence Development” (CED), introduced by Medicare in 2005280 to strike a balance between speedy adoption of promising technologies and avoidance of waste. Under CED, Medicare conditions coverage of new clinical approaches on continued collection of outcomes data, with an eye toward refining coverage criteria as evidence emerges.281 Current law prohibits tying Medicare payment rates to measures of efficacy after coverage is conferred;282 we urge that such linkage be required for new tests and treatments. Initially-favorable coverage decisions would then be accompanied by starter rate schedules, to be revised as clinical-outcomes data accumulates.

The way forward toward this approach to payment is now open as never before. Advances in information technology have

204, at 22–48 (discussing market backlash against such bonuses and penalties in the 1990s).
281. See id.
282. Supra text accompanying notes 156–63.
revolutionized possibilities for tracking clinical outcomes and patient preferences, then formulating measures of value based upon them. Below, we offer a blueprint for doing so and thereby enabling value-based payment. But first, we turn to the case for transforming the law of market exclusivity in the health sphere into a means for tying economic reward to therapeutic benefit.

2. Toward Dynamic Patent Protection

Patents are designed to incentivize innovation by solving a public goods problem. It often takes substantial time, money, and effort to invent or discover a new way of doing things, then develop it into a commercially-viable product or service. This is especially so for medical technologies.283 Without patents, prospective competitors could free-ride, profiting at innovators’ expense, by incorporating others’ inventions and discoveries into their own products and services after these innovations become public knowledge. To the extent that innovators foresee their creations will be copied and rendered less lucrative, they will forego research and development that might yield socially beneficial products and services.

Intellectual property law aims to compensate for this market failure. It gives a patent recipient the right to exclude others from making, using, selling, or importing the patented product or process.284 It thus prevents copiers from free-riding on an innovator’s efforts; a would-be copier must obtain a license from the innovator (typically for a price) to make use of the patent-protected idea.285 A patent thereby empowers the innovator to try to monopolize the return on her creation, encouraging socially-desirable R&D that the recipient would otherwise forgo.

Here, intellectual property law makes a critical assumption—that purchasers’ willingness to pay for a patent-protected innovation is an appropriate measure of the innovation’s social value. Where this is the case, we can rely on patent holders and purchasers to settle on prices that yield optimal social benefit (or

285. Id.
a reasonable approximation thereof). For most products,\textsuperscript{286} willingness-to-pay works reasonably well: we pay for them out-of-pocket, and social consensus accepts our decisions to do so (or not) as measures of value.

This rationale, though, breaks down for most medical spending. Third-party payment, consumer ignorance about clinical effectiveness, and expectations of rescue, encouraged by stakeholders and supported by ethical tradition,\textsuperscript{287} combine to produce pricing and purchasing behavior out of line with medical technologies’ therapeutic value. Willingness-to-pay for patent-protected medical technologies is thus a poor measure of their \textit{social} value,\textsuperscript{288} especially for rescue-oriented tests and treatments covered by insurance. To the extent that sale of a drug or device reaps rewards that exceed its therapeutic value, patent protection delivers a windfall that incentivizes waste.\textsuperscript{289}

In theory, the dynamic value-based payment strategy we urge above\textsuperscript{290} could adjust the pricing of patent-protected drugs and devices (and their associated clinical services) to approximate therapeutic benefit, rendering sales revenue into a good-enough metric of social value. In practice, though, such pricing adjustment stands no small chance of falling short: political influence, administrative lag times, and legal challenges are among the potential confounders. So we propose to further incentivize drug and device firms to pursue higher-value R&D portfolios by moving to a \textit{value-based} patent system—one whereby an innovator receives patent protection proportionate to the social benefit its invention delivers.

This constitutes a sharp break with the established norm of one-size-fits-all intellectual property protection. But it recognizes that markets for medical care are unique in the degree to which purchasing decisions are disconnected from goods’ and

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{286} \textit{Supra} text accompanying note 37.
  \item \textsuperscript{287} \textit{Supra} text accompanying notes 37–43.
  \item \textsuperscript{288} For medical technologies, one can reasonably equate \textit{therapeutic} and \textit{social} value, since externalities are small. (We recognize, though, that they are not negligible: both production and waste disposal can inflict environmental harms, and keeping people alive in states of severely-diminished functioning can impose emotional and financial costs on family, friends, and other third parties.).
  \item \textsuperscript{289} A classic example is the proliferation of “me-too” drugs that offer no marginal therapeutic benefit. See \textit{supra} text accompanying notes 88–92.
  \item \textsuperscript{290} \textit{Supra} text accompanying notes 277–91.
\end{itemize}
services’ social value. And it adjusts for this reality by varying patent terms based on therapeutic outcome so as to discourage investment in tiny marginal advances and to promote R&D that aims for clinical breakthroughs. Tying patent terms to medical outcomes would realign intellectual property law in the health sphere with its intended goal: incentivizing socially beneficial innovation.291

Medical information technology’s new capacity to track myriad clinical outcomes and to value diagnostic and therapeutic measures accordingly makes this transformation feasible. It will, to be sure, add uncertainty to patent holders’ business calculus. But this uncertainty reflects clinical and economic reality—the impossibility of knowing in advance how human biology will respond to a new intervention’s various uses. To lock down patent terms at the start despite this biological uncertainty would be to make patent law into a waste-inducing insurance scheme, free to drug and device makers and paid for by consumers via patent holders’ monopoly pricing.

Had a value-based patent system operated in recent years, many of today’s entrenched, minimally-beneficial tests and treatments would not have been developed. Stakeholders’ settled expectations are a daunting obstacle to removing these marginal measures from medicine’s toolkit. But scaling patent terms to therapeutic results for innovations yet-to-emerge can dissuade firms from developing tomorrow’s marginal measures and encourage them to instead aspire higher.

Some might blanch at the thought of departing from a uniform scheme of patent protection for all industries. But intellectual property law is a means to an end. It presumes the value of innovation as assayed by market demand, then wields the crude tool of state-sanctioned monopoly to correct for the large disincentive to innovate that free-riding introduces. Where, as in medical care, market forces drive innovation in hugely wasteful directions, this crude tool needs some redesign to pursue the productivity for which it was intended.

III. BENDING THE ARC OF INNOVATION: VALUE-BASED PAYMENT AND VALUE-BASED PATENTS

Law can’t by itself bend the arc of medical innovation. But legal change can go far toward aligning innovators’ economic incentives with therapeutic impact. In this Part, we offer a blueprint for reform designed to fulfill the vision of value-based reward that we set out in Part II. We intend this blueprint as both a demonstration of feasibility and a starting point for discussion. A variety of reform designs aimed at achieving this vision are possible: we make no claim to have devised the only options. We recognize, also, that further details must be fleshed out to turn our blueprint into reality.

We begin with an approach to valuing medical advances—an approach that takes into account an innovation’s multiple advantages and shortcomings. Our approach incorporates—in aggregated form—patients’ valuations of these advantages and shortcomings, as revealed by their actual clinical choices. Next, we outline legal changes that would harness the enormous purchasing power of public health insurance to drive a shift in medical R&D toward investment with higher potential therapeutic payoffs. We then urge intellectual property law reforms designed to tie market exclusivity protections to clinical value. After briefly sketching an idealized value-based intellectual property regime for the health sphere, we propose adjustments to the Hatch-Waxman patent framework that governs pharmaceutical innovation to achieve much of what an ideal regime would deliver.

A. BLUEPRINT FOR VALUING NEW CLINICAL METHODS

A daunting difficulty besets hopes for basing medical practice on therapeutic efficacy—the elusiveness of knowledge about how well tests and treatments work. Prospective, randomized clinical trials have long been the gold standard for judging efficacy. But their high cost, years-long duration, and narrow patient inclusion criteria have been insurmountable obstacles to their wide use in determining clinical value, and feasible, science-based alternatives haven’t been available.

---
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Over the past decade, this has changed dramatically. The “big data” and analytics revolutions have come to medicine.¹⁰¹⁸ Electronic clinical records and interoperability of information systems are making it possible to compare the performance of tests and treatments in near-real time, for large numbers of patients.¹⁰¹⁹ Potential confounding influences—effects on clinical results that randomization removes but that can wreak havoc on retrospective studies—can be factored out by sophisticated software as data become richer.¹⁰²⁰ Possible side effects can be tracked, as can multiple measures of clinical success. These measures of success can be combined into metrics, or ratios, of relative value for clinical interventions. These, in turn, can be multiplied by dollar amounts to generate payment rates,¹⁰²¹ and they can power a system of value-based patenting.

Indeed, something analogous has already been achieved. Almost thirty years ago, Congress enacted¹⁰²² and Medicare implemented¹⁰²³ a so-called “Resource-Based Relative Value Scale”

²⁹⁶ Medical, occupational, lifestyle, environmental-exposure, and other personal histories can be aggregated and analyzed as never before, dramatically enhancing clinical researchers’ power to discern causal relationships via retrospective study. See Travis B. Murdoch & Allan S. Detsky, The Inevitable Application of Big Data to Health Care, 309 J. AM. MED. ASS’N 1351, 1351 (2013). To be sure, these new capabilities carry privacy risks that will need to be managed effectively. See generally Nicolas P. Terry, Protecting Patient Privacy in the Age of Big Data, 81 U.M.K.C. L. REV. 385 (2012).
²⁹⁷ These ratios can be incorporated into the full gamut of payment methods, from fee-for-service to outlays for different “bundles” of services. So-called “bundled” payment—designed to shift financial risk to providers and to thereby incentivize frugality—incorporates compensation for multiple clinical services into a single disbursement. Illustrations include payment to a hospital for an admission, payment to a medical practice for an episode of care (e.g., office visits, tests, and treatments for an injury), and annual, fixed, per-patient payments to a practice for all services each patient receives. These methods are grounded in projections of expense for needed services. The value-based ratios we urge can be a basis for these expense projections.
(RBRVS), a set of ratios that, when multiplied by a dollar figure, yielded a fee schedule for physicians. The RBRVS was cost-based—designed to take account of physicians’ effort, time, and practice expenses without regard for services’ therapeutic value. But it demonstrated the feasibility of basing rates on ratios meant to reflect value.

1. Criteria for a Measure of Clinical Value

To support a scheme of payment and patenting along the lines we urge, a measure of clinical value must meet three criteria: it should be transparent (all should be able to see how the measure treats different outcome variables), multidimensional (it should incorporate multiple things that matter, not just longevity), and dynamic (it should evolve with changes in clinical methods, evidence of efficacy, and patient preferences).

Transparency allows others to verify (or dispute) that a metric is a reasonable indicator of what it purports to measure. It thereby builds legitimacy and trust. Multidimensionality captures the reality that patients care about many treatment outcomes, including side effects, symptoms, and levels of function. These outcomes must be combined into a single metric—one that takes account of patients’ preferences—to enable value-based payment and patenting. The import of dynamism is self-evident: technologies change, evidence of effectiveness emerges, and patients’ inclinations shift.

2. A Model from Oncology

An instrument designed to help cancer patients make decisions about their care based on best evidence and their own preferences offers a model for the metric of clinical value we envision. Cancer treatments, like therapies for other illnesses, can be compared along different dimensions, including months or years. For example, if some patients with a particular illness are willing to sacrifice therapeutic efficacy to avert painful side effects, the metric should accommodate this preference, weighted based on the fraction of patients who hold it. More generally, valuation of tests and treatments can incorporate aggregates of these weightings, derived from patients’ recorded choices. See infra text accompanying notes 301–11 (explaining the “net health benefits” strategy successfully used in oncology).

300. By contrast, it might be more difficult to measure the marginal social value of a new semiconductor material, or a new software program, since such
of survival, time until disease progression resumes, toxicity, and measures of quality of life. The American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) recently developed a framework to help patients and physicians work through these multiple dimensions of difference. This framework, which yields measures of “Net Health Benefits” for therapeutic advances, collapses several dimensions onto a single axis of effectiveness.

ASCO’s aim was to empower patients to make better-informed therapeutic decisions, but this instrument can be repurposed to produce the kind of value-based ratios we propose here. The instrument works by awarding (or subtracting) points for a new treatment’s performance on indices of clinical benefit and toxicity. It employs a hierarchy of alternative indices of benefit, starting with a most-preferred measure, then proceeding to the next-most-favored option if good data for the higher-ranking index aren’t available. Scores for each index are weighted to reflect oncologists’ judgment as to how well that measure captures therapeutic effectiveness. “Bonus” points are then sometimes awarded when an innovation greatly outperforms standard therapy. The ensuing ratings are then adjusted up or down based on indices of toxicity.

For example, the most-preferred index for grading new therapies for “advanced” (incurable) malignancy is median time of overall survival. The ASCO framework confers a categorical items might be used in a variety of settings with heterogeneous social impacts that are difficult to compare in an apples-to-apples sense.


303. Beyond their unpleasantness, side effects are also a leading cause of patient non-compliance; they thus affect treatment efficacy.


305. Schnipper et al., ASCO Framework, supra note 304, at 2566.

306. Id.

307. Toxicity is tallied based on severity and frequency of adverse responses to treatment. Id.

308. For potentially curative therapy, the most-preferred index is a hazard ratio for death—the ratio at which people receiving the new versus the standard treatment die. If this measure is unavailable, next up is median time of overall survival.
score (from one to five) based on a new treatment’s fractional improvement in overall survival, relative to the current standard of-care. If accurate overall-survival data aren’t available, the framework turns to median time of survival without disease progression (known as progression-free survival). Here, too, a categorical, one to five score is awarded, as is done (if good progression-free survival data aren’t available) for the index that’s next in line. But the indices are weighted differently to reflect perceived disparities in significance: the overall-survival score is multiplied by sixteen, whereas the progression-free-survival score is multiplied by eleven (the third-ranking index is multiplied by eight). The resulting numbers are then adjusted up or down by up to twenty points, based on measures of toxicity.

The ASCO framework also makes room for patients’ preferences. ASCO plans to implement the framework via software that permits patients to give their own weights to different clinical outcome indicators, enabling them to strike personalized balances among measures of longevity and quality of life. These balancing decisions, we note, could be aggregated, then incorporated into valuations for new treatments, thereby taking account of patients’ preferences.

The big-data and analytics revolutions open the way for greatly-expanded use of the ASCO model. Its developers envisioned its use only with clinical trial data, but, as we will show presently, electronic medical records and machine learning make it possible to tap ongoing clinical practice to inform valuations of emerging tests and treatments. ASCO’s framework is transparent, multidimensional, and dynamic—adaptable to evolving medical practice, evidence of efficacy, and patients’ preferences. We spotlight it here as a demonstration-of-concept.
Others, in oncology and other fields, have constructed analogous models for assaying value. General consensus is emerging concerning methodology; the next step is to employ this methodology to develop a comprehensive valuation scheme for pricing and patenting purposes.

3. Expanding the Evidence Base: Electronic Medical Records and Machine Learning

Constructing a comprehensive valuation scheme is only the first step; the requisite information regarding efficacy must be marshalled to support it. For reasons we’ve discussed, randomized clinical trials won’t suffice. And the alternatives—retrospective and observational study of medical practice outside the clinical trial context—are fraught with selection bias and omitted-variable bias that render it difficult to rule out confounding influences on study results.

For example, suppose we want to study how cancer patients who are treated with a standard, inexpensive chemotherapy fare as compared to those who receive a new and pricey immunological treatment. It’s unlikely that a given patient’s therapy was randomly chosen—for instance, less well-off patients with larger

312. The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) recently created “Evidence Blocks” that display five key features of cancer treatments: efficacy, safety, quality of evidence, consistency of evidence, and affordability. NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology (NCCN Guidelines®) with NCCN Evidence Blocks™, NATL. COMPREHENSIVE CANCER NETWORK, https://www.nccn.org/evidenceblocks/ [https://perma.cc/A7LD-KYK2]. NCCN’s attention to quality and consistency of evidence is a propos when multiple studies implicate a particular treatment or regimen.


314. Some of these models include price or cost in their assessments of value; we’re not proposing to do so since we’re urging a regime that would set (or negotiate) prices based on therapeutic value.

315. We plan to offer more detail about such a scheme—and to demonstrate its viability by arriving at comparative valuations of emerging cancer therapies—in future work for health-policy audiences.

316. Supra text accompanying notes 292–93.
copays might be more likely to receive chemotherapy, while affluent patients with better coverage might more likely choose the immunological treatment.

Given such differences, it’s misleading to simply compare health outcomes for those who received chemotherapy versus the immunological treatment. The individuals in the two groups differ not only in their cancer treatment, but also in their economic and social circumstances. If the affluent are generally healthier than the less well-off for reasons having nothing to do with cancer treatment (e.g., they have healthier diets and less stressful lives), then a naïve comparison of the two groups would likely overstate the relative benefit of the immunological therapy.

In statistical terms, a patient’s wealth and insurance status are “omitted variables” that both affect her health and correlate with the treatment she receives. The standard approach to such confounding factors is to control for them when conducting statistical analyses. For example, in a linear regression framework, we could include a control for a patient’s wealth in a regression of health on treatment options.

But what if there are other, unobservable differences between patients who receive different treatments? If we can’t identify and measure these differences, we can’t control for them. Large gaps and inconsistencies in collection of data that capture potentially relevant differences have historically frustrated efforts to compare tests and treatments by doing retrospective or observational studies.

Here’s where electronic medical records (EMR) create transformative opportunity. EMR include data on patients at unprecedented levels of detail and consistency, empowering researchers to control for many differences that couldn’t previously be addressed. This is bringing us closer to the comparability achievable through the classic randomized trial—and EMR datasets continue to become more comprehensive.


318. They achieve this through comprehensive, consistent information-collection templates; accumulation of data from multiple, connected health-care-provider sources; and (increasingly) interoperability of different systems.

EMR already contain rich data on millions of patients. To illustrate, current EMR oncology datasets include diagnoses, patient comorbidities (e.g., whether a patient has diabetes, hypertension or arthritis), complete laboratory test results, outcomes (e.g., responses to treatment, tumor progression, and side-effects), rich demographic detail, and medical and personal history. This vast trove of data is continually being updated as medical decisions unfold and findings are recorded. Thus, we can track clinical outcomes in near-real time, for a much broader range of tests and treatments than could previously be followed.

This explosive growth in richness and accessibility of clinical data has been paralleled by a large advance in computational science—development of machine-learning algorithms that empower researchers to discern previously invisible patterns within data. Increasingly, these algorithms can predict a treatment’s efficacy (or lack thereof) by mining EMR data for hidden patterns in patients’ clinical pictures that correlate with efficacy.

Machine-learning algorithms typically solve “classification problems.” A now-classic example is whether a picture includes the image of a cat. The algorithm first needs to “learn” what a cat looks like. It does so by “viewing” thousands of pictures that contain cats or non-cats and being told which pictures do and don’t contain cats. After the algorithm has been “trained” on sufficient data, it is challenged to determine whether a new picture (not part of its training dataset) contains a cat.

Over the past decade, machine learning has made large strides toward solving more complex classification problems. In the last few years, dozens of reports in the medical literature have documented use of machine-learning algorithms to diagnose cancer. A tool developed by Google, using a recurrent neural network (a common machine-learning algorithm) has achieved 99% accuracy in identifying breast cancer on pathology images. The term “deep learning” is often used instead of “machine learning.” The former is a subset of the latter and focuses primarily on deep neural networks, a particularly powerful machine-learning technology.

Similar pattern recognition tools hold the potential to project the population-wide effectiveness of new tests and treatments by mining EMR data. These projections, in turn, can be a starting point for comparing innovations to standard care.

In short, EMR data, augmented by computational science, can approach the comparability between clinical alternatives achieved by well-designed randomized trials. This opens the way to basing prices and patent protection for medical advances on therapeutic value. An attempt at proof-of-concept for this approach is now underway. We are working with a large medical data aggregator and leaders in oncology to develop dynamic metrics of value for several therapies for colorectal and breast cancers, using actual EMR data.

4. Leveraging Legal Presumptions to Encourage Comparative-Effectiveness Research

We recognize, nevertheless, that randomized clinical trials remain the “gold standard” for comparing the efficacy of tests and treatments. They, alone, can completely eliminate confounding influences arising from unobserved differences between patients who undergo alternate diagnostic or therapeutic measures. As EMR data become more comprehensive, this concern should diminish in practice. But we can leverage this concern—and the dismay of stakeholders whose products or services disappoint in retrospective or observational studies—by treating measures of clinical efficacy based on these studies as merely creating a legal presumption concerning value.

Doctors, hospitals, or drug or device makers could then try to rebut this adverse presumption by conducting head-to-head clinical trials. Robust oversight of trial design would be essential: we’d expect some stakeholders to game the system by structuring trials so as to yield seemingly-favorable results. A service’s or product’s success in a well-designed trial would override


324. Our focus is on second-line use of antiangiogenic drugs (biologics) in metastatic colorectal cancer and use of everolimus in ER/PR +, HER2 negative metastatic breast cancer.

325. Supra text accompanying note 292.

326. Stakeholders could, for example, manipulate drug doses so as to make
its poor performance in retrospective or observational studies: the metrics of efficacy we envision would prioritize clinical trial results.\textsuperscript{327} An added benefit of this presumption policy is its potential to motivate industry actors to conduct more head-to-head clinical trials, improving the evidence base for medical practice more generally.

B. VALUE-BASED PAYMENT

Neither federal nor state law can compel private health plans to pay doctors, hospitals, or drug and device makers based on therapeutic efficacy. But the sheer size of Medicare, which covers sixty million Americans,\textsuperscript{328} and Medicaid, which covers seventy-five million,\textsuperscript{329} gives these programs an outsized role in determining industry actors’ revenue expectations and, thus, their R&D decisions. The role of these programs, moreover, is likely to grow. More states are expanding Medicaid (and accepting the ACA’s 90% federal subsidy),\textsuperscript{330} and the aging of the baby-boom generation is powering a surge in Medicare enrollment. Moreover, there’s growing political support for a quantum leap in Medicare’s role: proposals receiving increased attention include making Medicare “buy-in” available via the ACA’s Insurance Exchanges, lowering Medicare’s age of eligibility to fifty or

competing compounds less likely to achieve therapeutic success or more likely to cause side effects. CMS, in our view, is the agency best prepared to perform the needed regulatory oversight since it has experience with assessment of comparative effectiveness for Medicare coverage purposes.

327. A variety of schemes for rating the quality of evidence have been developed by regulatory authorities and professional bodies around the world; all prioritize well-designed clinical trials over retrospective and observational studies because of the bias problems we’ve discussed. See generally Nat’l Acad. Press, Appendix D: Systems for Rating the Strength of Evidence and Clinical Recommendations, in CLINICAL PRACTICE GUIDELINES WE CAN TRUST (2011).


329. Id.

fifty-five, and even universal coverage via “Medicare for All.” And even absent such a leap, these public programs’ large market share will continue to make them a model for private healthcare payers.

To harness the market power of Medicare and Medicaid, the statutory framework for these programs should be revised to require, or at least encourage, the scaling of payment for medical services and products to their clinical value. Ideally, this should be done for all that these programs cover. In practice, the psychological obstacles and institutional expectations we’ve discussed likely render this transformation feasible only for products and services that have not yet entered into wide clinical use.

Reimagined rate-setting along the lines we propose must start with an end to the statutory separation of price-setting and assessment of efficacy when Medicare decides whether to cover new diagnostic and therapeutic measures. Small gains in efficacy could suffice (as they do now) to permit coverage; to insist otherwise would be to expose the strategy we urge to ferocious, likely fatal political attack as “rationing.” Pricing, though, should be tied to comparative-value metrics of the kind we describe above.

For fee-for-service Medicare and Medicaid—and for drugs and devices—accomplishing this should be technically simple. The Social Security Act (SSA), the authorizing legislation for Medicare and Medicaid, can be amended to require creation (along the lines we’ve proposed) and periodic revision of comparative-value metrics for new diagnostic and therapeutic measures. Prices would then be set by multiplying the comparative-value metrics by a dollar amount. This dollar figure could be fixed initially with an eye toward keeping overall revenues from the sale of clinical services, drugs, and devices unchanged during the first few years. There’d be winners and losers, based on clinical success, but the industry-wide impact of this

332. See supra text accompanying notes 156–63 (describing this separation).
333. See supra text accompanying notes 292–315.
334. This dollar figure could vary by locale to take account of regional cost differences—e.g., differences in labor and construction costs for hospitals in, say, New York City or San Francisco versus mid-sized cities and smaller towns.
transformed pricing scheme would be roughly revenue-neutral, minimizing the political and legal resistance that business disruption invites.

For “bundled” payment—e.g., Medicare’s disbursements to hospitals based on patients’ clinical diagnoses (so-called “Diagnosis-Related Groups,” or DRGs)—the comparative-value metrics we envision would need to be incorporated into the pricing of each package of services. So, for example, DRG-based payment to hospitals for assessment and treatment of pulmonary embolism (a blood clot in the lung) encompasses a basket of services (and products—e.g., drugs and devices) that CMS deems clinically appropriate. CMS combines projected costs for these services into an overall DRG “weight” (there are actually two DRGs for pulmonary embolisms with different treatment intensities). The agency then multiplies this “weight” by a “base payment rate” (which varies by hospital, depending on local labor and other costs) to generate a dollar amount to be paid to each hospital for pulmonary embolism. Now, imagine that the best available evidence shows that a new treatment significantly improves outcomes for patients with pulmonary embolism. CMS would then be required by statute to cover the new therapy, issue an initial comparative-value metric for it, then incorporate the therapy (and this metric) into its DRG “weights” for pulmonary embolism. Periodic revisions (based on tracking of clinical outcomes and patient preferences) to this comparative-value metric would then trigger adjustments to DRG “weights.”

When comparative-value metrics clearly show the superiority of a new clinical approach over other options, use of the new approach should become a benchmark for assessment of the quality of care provided by HMOs. Otherwise, HMOs’ powerful financial incentives to stint on care (since they reduce their costs by spending less) will selectively discourage them from covering those new approaches that are the most effective and thus the priciest. The quality measures that CMS uses to formulate its “star” ratings (from one to five) for Medicare HMOs should include these benchmarks, as should quality measures for Medicaid HMOs.

335. See supra note 297.
338. Likewise, these benchmarks should be adopted by the ACA’s “Shared
Detailed procedures for formulating comparative-value metrics, then converting them into prices, incorporating them into “bundled” payment schemes, and translating them into quality benchmarks for HMOs are beyond our scope here.\footnote{339 We underscore, though, that these administrative governance tasks aren’t, in principle, more complex than implementation of Medicare’s DRG and RBRVS payment schemes or pricing for Medicare HMOs. Congressional amendments to the SSA should sketch the broad outlines, leaving implementation to CMS. There will be interest group politics aplenty. But the absence of settled expectations of the sort we’ve discussed will reduce their ferocity and thus their potential to stymie pursuit of clinical value.}

Private health plans, we note, have historically embraced Medicare payment innovations, including DRGs and the RBRVS, as models. We anticipate that private plans would likewise adopt versions of the comparative-value metrics we envision, applying them to fee negotiation, “bundled” payment, and assessment of clinical quality, hereby increasing their influence on R&D decision-making. State regulators, ACA Health Insurance Exchanges, and accrediting bodies could also nudge private plans toward doing so—or even require it.

Tying pricing to best evidence of efficacy for new tests and treatments will incentivize innovators to incorporate high-quality comparative-effectiveness studies into the R&D process. Today’s near-total insulation of pricing from proof of efficacy discourages investment in such studies, impeding therapeutic advance and encouraging waste.\footnote{340 Moreover, empowering innovators to challenge comparative value metrics assigned to new products and services by sponsoring head-to-head clinical trials, as we’ve proposed,\footnote{341 See supra text accompanying notes 325–27.} will harness self-interest to accelerate therapeutic advance.}

To accelerate transition of medical payment practice to a value-based footing, Congress could “sunset” existing, efficacy-
disregarding payment schemes for current medical practice. A “sunset” period of seven to ten years, or even longer, followed by adoption of value-based payment along the lines we’ve urged for new clinical approaches, might both soften resistance to this transition for existing services and spur their stakeholders to sponsor comparative-effectiveness research. But efficacy-based payment for tests and treatments just emerging or not yet on the horizon should be a higher legislative priority. It will transform R&D incentives while engendering less political resistance; moreover, extant clinical practices tend to “sunset” on their own, through obsolescence.

C. VALUE-BASED PATENTS

A value-based patent system would realign patent law with its intended goal: incentivizing socially beneficial innovation. Awarding a patent is, in many ways, an unnatural act—an intervention that upends an otherwise free market by bestowing a legal monopoly. Consumers pay for this monopoly through the heightened fees a patentee can charge as a monopolist. We allow patent monopolies because they are supposed to create more social value than they remove. When patent law fails to achieve its purpose, as it often does in the medical realm, its reason for being comes into question.

A value-based patent system would repair this dysfunction by making returns for medical innovation merit-based. By reshaping incentives going forward, value-based patenting would steer firms from pursuit of low-risk advances with marginal promise toward projects with greater therapeutic potential. All who invest capital or effort into potentially patentable R&D would have enhanced motivation to press for clinical breakthroughs.

1. A Dynamic, Value-Based Patent Term

How might we give effect to this approach? Critical to doing so is being able to adjust the value an innovator derives from patent protection up or down, based on the innovation’s social value (for health care, clinical efficacy). The most straightforward way to do this is to adjust the patent’s term—the period

342. See supra text accompanying notes 283–86.
during which a patent owner can exclude others from using the underlying invention.

Since 1995, the baseline term for a U.S. patent has been twenty years from the date a patent application is filed. In a value-based patent system, term would depend on the clinical efficacy\textsuperscript{343} of the underlying technology. Thus, assuming the twenty-year baseline, highly effective innovations would be awarded extensions (terms longer than twenty years), while marginally beneficial technologies would receive reductions. Periodic adjustments to medical patent terms could be made as evidence of efficacy emerged—from ongoing observational and retrospective studies as well as clinical trials.

Like payment rates, variable patent terms could be based on comparative-value metrics. (These, in turn, can be derived from evidence of efficacy using models like the ASCO framework.\textsuperscript{344}) Term extensions and reductions could be conferred along a continuum—e.g., by adding or subtracting one or more years to or from the baseline twenty. Alternatively, one could adopt a category-based approach: by analogy to ASCO’s five categories of performance,\textsuperscript{345} patentable innovations could be placed into one of five (or more, or fewer) classes, based on clinical efficacy, with different patent terms. Detailed procedures for deriving patent terms from comparative-value metrics are beyond our scope here.\textsuperscript{346} This task should be simpler, though, than setting prices

\textsuperscript{343} Some might worry that our value-centric approach would give short shrift to so-called “orphan drugs,” which treat rare diseases. See 21 U.S.C. § 301 (2012) (designating drugs that treat fewer than 200,000 people as orphan drugs). But we measure value at the individual patient level, not as an aggregate of total value at the population level. Hence, a drug that, on average, greatly benefits a small subset of people would be deemed highly valuable in our system. As such, highly effective orphan drugs would, in fact, receive additional patent protection under our system.

In addition, our approach would automatically address the problem of patent “evergreening,” where brand-name drug makers acquire additional patents “often of doubtful validity or applicability, in order to delay generic competition.” See C. Scott Hemphill & Bhaven Sampat, \textit{Evergreening, Patent Challenges, and Effective Market Life in Pharmaceuticals}, 31 J. HEALTH ECON. 327, 327 (2012). This is because such patents would be awarded minimal value if the marginal value of the innovation protected by those patents was also minimal.

\textsuperscript{344} \textit{Supra} text accompanying notes 304–11.

\textsuperscript{345} See \textit{supra} text accompanying notes 304–11.

\textsuperscript{346} We plan to undertake this in future work.
for health care: Medicare’s DRG and RBRVS payment schemes are far more complex.\textsuperscript{347}

Importantly, a value-based patent system need not change the aggregate economic benefit that patents yield for the health-care, drug, and device industries—in other words, the system need not be “anti-pharma” or “pro-pharma.” Rather, a value-based patent scheme can be calibrated such that the average economic value of a patent is comparable to what it is under current law.

The relative therapeutic value of tests and treatments will evolve over time as studies of efficacy unfold and new diagnostic and therapeutic alternatives emerge.\textsuperscript{348} A value-based patent system can take this into account by continually adjusting patent terms. As new drugs, devices, and other interventions enter clinical practice, near-real-time comparisons, using EMR data, open the way to dynamic patent terms—periods of market exclusivity that change in length as relative value evolves. Such a regime would perpetually offer the most protection to the highest-value advances, encouraging firms to keep trying to “capture the flag” by pursuing clinical breakthroughs.

2. Scientific and Competitive Uncertainty

Some might suggest that a value-based patent system like the one sketched above would introduce harmful uncertainty into pharmaceutical and biotechnology development. This critique could take one of two forms.

First, one might claim that drug and medical device firms cannot predict at an early stage which of their prospective R&D projects will be “home runs”—technological leaps forward that decisively (and hence, cheaply\textsuperscript{349}) treat disease. Put differently, perhaps firms just “shoot in the dark” when they pick which projects to pursue.\textsuperscript{350} If so, then a value-based system won’t incentivize firms to pursue higher-value projects, simply because

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{347} Supra text accompanying notes 157, 299.
  \item \textsuperscript{348} Value depends on the time and place in which a technology is utilized.
  \item \textsuperscript{349} See supra text accompanying notes 252–73.
  \item \textsuperscript{350} For example, scientists might be confident that a firm is pursuing a pathbreaking new technology, only for it to fizzle in clinical trials and prove to be minimally effective or even harmful. See, e.g., Philip J. Barter et al., Effects of Torcetrapib in Patients at High Risk for Coronary Events, 357 NEW ENG. J. MED. 2109, 2109 (2007) (describing increased risk of cardiac failure and death
\end{itemize}
there is too much \textit{scientific uncertainty} as to what those projects will be.

This concern is likely overdrawn. To begin, while any one project might be risky, most companies pursue a portfolio of different projects at the same time. Risk associated with a particular project is spread across the entire portfolio. Hence, firms have reason to be more confident in the average clinical value of a full portfolio than they should be in the clinical payoff from a particular project. A value-based system would encourage firms to pursue the portfolio that has the greatest overall therapeutic potential.

In addition, firms almost certainly have \textit{some} idea about the prospective value of the projects they pursue—if they didn’t, they wouldn’t pursue them in the first place. For example, drug companies know \textit{ex ante} when they are pursuing a “me-too” product that largely replicates what another drug on the market already does.\textsuperscript{351} So they know that the marginal clinical benefit of this product will be minimal, though the potential profits may be high. Even pursuit of clinical-breakthrough possibilities is unlikely to be the product of mere guesswork. For instance, a firm’s decision-makers might believe that a proposed drug targets a new molecular pathway or has some other novel mechanism of action. Attempted development of this drug will be riskier than “me-too” R&D, but this risk hardly represents a blind leap.

Beyond invoking \textit{scientific uncertainty}, critics might claim that a value-based patent system would introduce too much \textit{competitive uncertainty} into technology development. A risk-averse firm might fear that its patent term for a prospective new drug will be reduced if another, better drug happens to be approved while its drug is still on-patent. This uncertainty could deter the firm from following through on the R&D needed to bring its drug to market in the first place. It might also reduce the firm’s future investment in other R&D, since its income stream will now be at greater risk.

We partially address this concern through our proposal to phase in changes over a long-enough time to avoid impacting existing drug-development commitments. Beyond this, a dynamic patent term regime could guarantee that term extensions and

\textsuperscript{351} See supra text accompanying notes 88–94.
reductions will always fall within a limited range. For example, if the FDA approves a drug and the underlying patent is then extended by five years, the patentee can be given binding assurance that regardless of subsequent emergence of therapeutic alternatives, no more than a year will be added or subtracted from the patent’s term.\textsuperscript{352}

Even so, we recognize that any value-based patent system will yield winners and losers—that’s part of the idea. But in the aggregate, value-based patenting would push pharmaceutical firms, device-makers, and other technology developers toward innovations that deliver more efficacy for money—without necessarily shrinking or growing industry’s total reward.

3. The Hatch-Waxman Framework

The wholesale shift to value-based patenting that we’ve just described would require sweeping federal legislation. Existing law may offer a more pragmatic path to variable patent terms.\textsuperscript{353} The Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act of 1984 (Hatch-Waxman Act) provides a starting point.

The Hatch-Waxman Act enables a drug patentee to extend its term for some of the delays it incurs while awaiting FDA drug approval. This extension ensures that a patentee will have some of its term left after FDA approval; otherwise, a patent could expire before the FDA concludes its review. Without FDA approval, a drug patent has no commercial value; the patent merely permits the manufacturer to bar others from making the drug. The manufacturer needs FDA approval to sell the drug to consumers.

The Hatch-Waxman Act and its patent term extension provisions are complicated, but at core, they enable a patentee to

\textsuperscript{352} Another way to address this concern would be to compare a drug or medical technology to a benchmark that precedes any technological race. For example, instead of defining the benchmark as the technology level that exists at the time a drug comes to market, the benchmark could be the technology level that existed at the time the drug developer filed its new drug application (NDA), or even the level that existed when it filed its investigational new drug (IND) application, prior to clinical trials. By defining the comparator in this way, the law could ensure that companies know the standard against which they will be measured and do not have to worry about intervening innovators whittling away their patent gains.

\textsuperscript{353} Under current law, a patent term can be adjusted for a variety of reasons. For example, a term can be increased if the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office engages in unreasonable delays while processing the application. 35 U.S.C. § 154(b) (2012).
earn an extension of up to five years,\textsuperscript{354} with no more than fourteen years of patent life remaining after the date of FDA approval.\textsuperscript{355} This potential extension is tremendously important to pharmaceutical companies; indeed, drug patentees often make the most profit in the last years or even months of a patent’s life. Each day a patent on a blockbuster drug is extended might mean millions of dollars for its owner.

We propose modifying the Hatch-Waxman framework to account for a drug’s clinical efficacy. This could be done in many ways, all aimed at rewarding producers of pathbreaking rather than marginally-advantageous drugs. Most simply, Congress could direct the FDA or another agency\textsuperscript{356} to establish performance standards by regulation, based on input from leading specialist physicians vetted for conflicts of interest. These performance prerequisites should require not merely that a medication outperform the current standard of care to be eligible for a patent term extension: the drug should do uncommonly well on one or more widely-accepted performance measures or achieve an uncommonly high score on a comparative-value assessment tool like the ASCO framework.

For example, the designated agency could require that a drug for metastatic colorectal cancer increase overall survival by at least six months to be eligible for a Hatch-Waxman extension.\textsuperscript{357} Alternatively, an extension could vary continuously with

\textsuperscript{354} The extension is calculated based on two time periods: (1) a drug testing phase, which is the time between when a drug manufacturer filed an Investigational New Drug (IND) application with the FDA and when it filed a New Drug Application (NDA) after clinical trial testing; and (2) a drug approval phase, which is the time between when the manufacturer filed the NDA and when it received FDA approval. The total extension equals the sum of: half of the time in the drug testing phase (after first subtracting any time the applicant was not diligent) plus the time in the drug approval phase (again removing any time the applicant lacked diligence).

\textsuperscript{355} An example might help illustrate how this works. Consider a patent application filed in 2004, approved in 2007, and set to expire in 2024. If the underlying drug were approved by the FDA in 2021, the maximum the patent could be extended would be five years, up to 2029. If the drug were instead approved in 2012, then the patent could only be extended up to fourteen years past that date, to 2026. So even if the patentee would otherwise be entitled to a full five-year extension, she could only receive at most a two-year extension to 2026.

\textsuperscript{356} Among existing agencies, the principal alternatives are CMS and PCORI.

\textsuperscript{357} A more radical approach would be for the FDA to deny regulatory approval altogether for marginally-beneficial drugs.
the therapeutic benefit provided. To illustrate, the designated agency could award an additional unit of patent term extension (say, one or a few months) for every month of additional survival by comparison with the next-best or standard alternative. Congress could also increase the maximum Hatch-Waxman extension, from five to perhaps six or seven years. 358

4. FDA-Conferred Market Exclusivity

In addition to patent protection, conferred by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO), the FDA has statutory authority to confer a variety of “market exclusivities”—limited shields for drug-makers against generic competition. These exclusivities (also known as “data exclusivities” or “Hatch-Waxman exclusivities”) can keep generics off the market for years even absent patent protection. They, like Hatch-Waxman patent extensions, could be conditioned on showings of high relative therapeutic value, compared to next-best treatments—showings that employ the kinds of analytic and decision tools we’ve discussed.

The details and oft-disputed rationales for these market exclusivities are beyond our scope here. Our limited purpose in raising them is urge that they be leveraged, as law already “on the books,” 359 to further incentivize R&D that pursues therapeutic breakthroughs rather than marginally-beneficial safe bets.

358. An alternative approach would take advantage of the interaction between two FDA rules—its patent term extension rules for the “drug approval” phase (from the time a manufacturer files a New Drug Application (NDA) to when it receives FDA approval) and its rules related to priority review of NDAs. Under Hatch-Waxman, a drug patentee receives a term extension for the entire time the drug was in the “drug approval” phase (excluding time when the patentee was not diligent). See supra note 354. The FDA also currently conducts expedited “priority review” for drugs that appear to significantly improve on current treatments in terms of safety, efficacy, diagnosis, or prevention, thereby speeding up its average review time from about ten months to six months. So if the drug approval phase time were no longer included in the patent term extension (so that the term extension depended only on the time between the IND and NDA filings), then drugs that delivered greater therapeutic value would automatically receive longer extensions, since they would receive priority review.

359. The FDA grants market exclusivities to certain approved drugs to shield them from generic competition for periods of time. An exclusivity on a drug prevents generic manufacturers from filing (and the FDA from considering) Abbreviated New Drug Applications (ANDAs) on that drug—a step essential for bringing generic competitors to market. 21 C.F.R. § 314.108 (2012) (preventing filings under Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act § 505(g)), which
One might wonder why market exclusivities matter for the strategy we urge. After all, it seems likely that high marginal therapeutic benefits would trigger patent term extension, covering most or all of these exclusivity periods, enabling innovators to rely on patents to bar competitors. The answer is that branded drug manufacturers can wield market exclusivity as a legal tool for delaying would-be generic competitors from getting to market even after protective patents expire. Branded firms can invoke market exclusivity, if they have it, to keep generic rivals from asking the FDA to authorize them to bring a generic version to market. So preventing branded firms from obtaining market exclusivities for low- or marginal-benefit medications would enable generic competitors to get to market sooner, reducing rewards for play-it-safe R&D.

5. America’s International-Trade Obligations

The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), part of the WTO (World Trade Organization) treaty system, obligates the United States and other member states to issue and enforce patents “without discrimination as to the place of invention, the field of technology and...
whether products are imported or locally produced.” An argument sometimes made against tailoring of patent rules to different business-sector circumstances is that doing so runs afoul of this non-discrimination provision.

This is unlikely to be a significant problem for our proposal. Most of the changes to patent-term extension that we’ve recommended operate within the Hatch-Waxman framework, which has existed since the WTO’s 1994 creation without member states’ having taken exception. And Hatch-Waxman is just one of many industry-specific statutes in the U.S. and Europe alone that bear on intellectual property protection. Neither Hatch-Waxman nor any other industry-specific statute has been put into doubt by a TRIPS challenge, and there’s no sign of such a challenge on the horizon.

Intellectual property protection has also assumed a growing role in America’s bilateral and regional trade agreements. A thorough review of this role is beyond our scope here, but, like TRIPS, these agreements have not endangered Hatch-Waxman


364. Hatch-Waxman, crafted (with bipartisan backing) as a political compromise between branded drug manufacturers and generic drug makers, retains broad support. While the Act has been criticized, a wide range of scholars and policymakers believe that, on average, it has been a success, providing a fair balance between encouraging generic drug entry (which reduces drug prices for consumers) and providing incentives for branded manufacturers to produce new compounds in the first place. See, e.g., Aaron S. Kesselheim & Jonathan J. Darrow, Hatch-Waxman Turns 30: Do We Need a Re-Designed Approach for the Modern Era?, 15 YALE J. HEALTH POL’Y, L. & ETHICS 293, 346 (2015) (noting the Act’s “generally positive record of success”).
or any other sector-specific intellectual-property protection regimes. Soaring medical spending and proliferation of low-value tests and treatments, moreover, are global challenges, heightening prospects for transnational receptivity to new thinking about incentives for innovation in the health sphere.

CONCLUSION

Perpetually-rising health care spending is putting America’s financial solvency at risk, undermining our global competitiveness, and reducing our standards of living. It’s also paralyzing our politics and standing in the way of making medical care accessible to all.

Efforts over the past half century to gain control over medical spending have uniformly failed. In this Article, we’ve explained why—and offered a diagnosis of the problem that breaks sharply with traditional accounts of regulatory and market failure. Our explanation focuses on the psychology, economics, and social norms that drive medical innovation and lock in high-cost clinical technologies that don’t deliver value. We’ve shown how both liberal and conservative approaches to the cost dilemma disregard these drivers out of understandable reluctance to give offense to people who are ill and afraid, to their loved ones, and to industry stakeholders. And we’ve urged that patients’ and families’ hopes and fears and stakeholders’ settled expectations be acknowledged, even accepted, as inevitable features of the health policy and law landscape.

Accordingly, we’ve proposed an approach to America’s medical-spending conundrum that aims to bend the arc of innovation. Rather than focusing on today’s excessive spending, we seek to incentivize high-therapeutic-value advances and discourage emergence of low-benefit technologies. At the heart of our approach is the paradox that patients (and voters) become upset when health care payers or providers say no to marginally beneficial treatments that are available today but don’t get angry about being “denied” transformative therapies that researchers will develop in the future.

To change the trajectory of technological change, we’ve set forth a novel, value-based approach to both pricing and patent protection that would reward innovators in proportion to the therapeutic benefits that emerging tests and treatments yield. Scaling prices and patents to therapeutic value would represent
a sharp departure from current practice. Medicare and other public and private insurers set or negotiate prices with little regard for therapeutic impact. Health care providers and drug and medical device makers do likewise. And patent protection is generally one-size-fits-all, without legal capacity to adjust to evidence of clinical benefit.

Tying economic reward to therapeutic value would counteract the often-greater risk of failure that accompanies attempts at clinical breakthrough. We show how this can be accomplished, using cancer therapy as an example and demonstrating that assessment of clinical value can take account of multiple measures of efficacy, as well as patient preferences. Assessment of value in near-real-time, as tests and treatments emerge, has become feasible as never before, owing to the reach and power of electronic medical record data and machine learning algorithms.

We cannot predict the precise effects of our proposed health-care payment and patent-law reforms upon medical spending’s future growth. These effects will depend on legislative deals struck, regulators’ refinements, patients’ preferences, and health sector actors’ business decisions, scientific ingenuity, and luck. But for the reasons we’ve set forth, we’re confident that the transformation of incentives we envision will both slow clinical spending growth and dramatically enhance the therapeutic value that future spending yields.